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Graduation rates consistent
By Andrew Scharf
RCrORTE*
It's a common misconccplion
(hat il now lakes more than four
years lo graduate with a bachelor's degree. However, four-year
graduation rates have not
changed over the past few years.
According to reports from the
Office of Institutional Research,
approximately 30 percent of students graduate in four years. This
rate has been the same for over a
decade, and is similar to other
universities in Ohio.
According to an Ohio Board of
Regents report on colleges and
universities during the 1998-1999
and 1999 - 2000 school years, the

'As tuition costs go up, the time required to get a degree becomes
a greater concern for students and parents."
WILLIAM KNIGHT, DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
average Bowling Green student
graduated in 4.3 years. This figure
ranks in the middle range for
Ohio colleges.
Making sure students graduate
in the quickest time possible is a
concern for University officials.
"As tuition costs go up, the time
required to get a degree
becomes a greater concern for
students and parents," William
Knight, director of planning and
institutional research, said.

Grads to gain
from training
By Nick Kos
CUES! REPORTER

Over the next three years, students and teachers from local
schools will leam science and
mathematics in new ways with
the assistance of graduate students from Bowling Green.
The
National
Science
Foundation (NSF) awarded a
$1.4 million grant to the
University to form a cooperative
learning experience in the classroom.
Teachers from participating
local districts will work with
University graduate students
from the natural sciences and
math departments to improve
the teaching of science and math
from kindergarten to high
school.
What makes this program
unique from the graduate students' perspectives is they will
learn about teaching beyond
what they get from the regular
programs here at the University,
according to Dr. Stephen Van
Hook, an associate professor of
physics. Van Hook is working
with Dr. Robert Midden, an
assistant professor of chemistry
and director of the project.
Graduate students, however,
are not the only ones benefiting
from the grant. "As a whole, the
local school teachers and stu-

dents will benefit because they
will have a graduate student
working with them, who has a lot
of content knowledge in a particular field of math or the natural
sciences," Dr. Lena Ballone,
assistant professor in the college
of education, said.
The program is currently in
the organizational stages. "No
one is out in the schools yet," Van
Hook said. "That will not happen
until September because it takes
a while to get things off the
ground."
According to Ballone, the
team is still selecting teachers
from the surrounding districts
and graduate students to participate in the program. "After the
teachers and graduate students
have been sorted out and
picked, the graduate students
and the teachers will take a six
week training course over the
summer that will teach them
inquiry methods," she said.
She also said this teaching
experience would count toward
the graduate students' assistantships by providing them a position outside of the University
with teachers at local schools.
Not only will the training
count for their assistantship, but
it will help improve their college
TRAINING, PAGE 2

One reason the University
strives for a four- year graduation
rate is because of the Success
Challenge program.
Success Challenge is a slate
program that gives financial
incentives to universities for each
student that graduates in four
years. The program was started
during the 1997-1998 school
year. State-wide, the program
gives colleges approximately $40
million in additional funding.

Bowling Green receives S3.5 million from Success Challenge.
With increased stale budget cuts
for higher education, the program has become essential to the
University.
"Departments have come to
depend on this for survival," I.
Michael Sproule, director of the
school of communication studies, said.
The Success Challenge's funds
go to several programs including

counseling and learning communities on campus. The
Summer Advantage is one result
of the Success Challenge program.
This program gives S30O to stu dents who can graduate in four
years by attending summer
courses. The program has helped
approximately 500 students each
summer.
"It's done some good things for
our graduation rates in the summer.'' Linda Dobh executive vice
president, said.
Beyond the Success Challenge
and Summer Advantage proGRADUATING. PAGE 2
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CONCERT: Pat McGee performs last night at UAO's "Pre-Exam Jam." Pat McGee not only plays guiitar but sings as well in the band that shares his name— the Pat McGee Band.
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DNA tests
may clarify
identity of
missing boy
By Mike Robinson
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — Initial tests
failed to show whether a boy left
at a suburban hospital was the
same boy who has been missing
from his North Carolina home
more than two years, the FBI
said yesterday.
Authorities estimated results
from DNA testing would take at
least another 48 hours.
"Everything else came back
inconclusive," FBI spokesman
Ross Rice said.
Rice also said Ricky Quick,
who described himseif as the
youngster's father, was questioned by agents Tuesday night
and had been cooperative.
Quick was released after
answering the questions.
Authorities are trying to
determine if the boy — who has
identified himself as FJi Quickis actually Tristen "Buddy"
Myers.
Tristen was 4 years old when
he vanished from his great
aunt's home in North Carolina
more than two years ago.
The FBI had been hoping it
would not have to wait for the
DNA results to determine if the
boy is Tristen. They had hoped
that quicker tests, such as fingerprints, blood types and dental records, would give them
enough information to be certain.
The boy was brought to an
Evanston hospital in February
by Quick, who said he wanted
the youngster evaluated for
aggressive behavior. Because of
the boy's unkempt appearance,
juvenile officials were called.
Authorities said that when
Quick sought to leave the hospital, police were called, and they
found an outstanding theft warrant for him.
The Illinois Department of
Children and Family Services
circulated the youngster's picture to the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children.
Eventually it was shown to the
Myers family, who thinks he
looks like Tristen.
On yesterday, reporters found
Quick at an apartment where
neighbors say he has been staying for the past few months. He
said he could not comment
since the FBI was investigating.

US. marches towards resolution of conflict
Iraqis adapting to U. S. occupation Bush eager to bring

IH( »SS0CI»rn PRtSS
Key developments yesterday
concerning Iraq:
•President Bush will speak to
the nation from an aircraft carrier's deck today to announce that
major combat in Iraq has ended.
Spokesman Ari Fleischer said
Bush will not declare the war is
over, however.
•Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld became the first top
Bush administration official to
visit Iraq since Saddam Hussein's
ouster. He met with U.S. troops
in Baghdad and taped a broadcast message to Iraqis saying the
United States is eager to return
the country to their control.
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•Hundreds
thousands
Shiite Muslims, beating their
chests and reciting religious verses, made a pilgrimage to Najaf to
mark the death of the Prophet
Muhammad.
•The Defense Department will
test the blood of soldiers leaving
Iraq and follow up with health
evaluations. The tests follow a
law passed after complaints, still
debated, that soldiers from the
1991 Gulf War became sick after
they came home.
• Military officers from Britain
and II other nations met in
London to discuss plans for a
peacekeeping force to replace

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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U.S.
and
British
spokesman refused to identify
the other nations.
• An Arabic-language newspaper in London published a letter
it claimed was from Saddam
Hussein that urges Iraqis to "rise
up" against occupation. The
newspaper, Al-Quds Al-Arabi,
has taken a pro-Saddam editorial line.
•The director of the United
Nation's oil-for-food program for
Iraq said the six-year-old program is essential to provide food
for most Iraqis, and there is no
alternative. The program is set to
expire lune 3.

.nc,J said
.... it
•U.S.
CentralI Command
erred when it said earlier that
American Special Forces soldiers
worked secretly with Iraqis in a
Baghdad suburb for months
before the war began. It said the
team began work with residents
in early April, but officials would n't say when the troops first
arrived.
•Iraq's Christian churches
made a public appeal for a
national constitution that would
guarantee minority Christians
full rights, including the right to
worship and to serve in government without discrimination.

closure to conflict
By Tom Raum
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — From the
deck of a homebound aircraft
carrier off the California coast,
President Bush will declare
today 11 MI major combat in Iraq
is finished.
In his speech aboard the USS
Abraham Lincoln, the president
will stop short of declaring victory or saying the war is over,
spokesman Ari Fleischer said
yesterday. Such declarations
could trigger international pro-

visions requiring the speedy
release of prisoners of war and
limit efforts to go after defeated
Iraqi leaders.
But the setting will allow Bush
to showcase the rapid U.S.-led
military campaign that led to the
overthrow of Saddam Hussein,
and say what lies ahead.
White House aides portrayed
the speech, set for 9 p.m. EDT, as
a bookend to the one he gave
BUSH,PAGE 2
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Advisers key to timely graduation
GRADUATING, FROM PAGE I

grams, the University works to
see students graduate as quickly
as possible using academic advisors.
Academic advisors, especially
those in the office of Prc-Major
Advising, must work hard to keep
students focused. Advisors in the
office of pre -major advising work
to connect with undecided students.
"We try to get a sense of what
the student is interested in pursuing." Lisa McHugh Cesarini,

director of academic enhancement, said.
Cesarini believes that students
need to continue meeting with
advisors even if they have
declared a major. Cesarini notes
that the job of the advisor is to
keep students on track.
"Ideally students should talk
with their advisor every semester
before registering," Cesarini said.
In a some cases there are too
many obstacles in the way of students graduating in four years.
Students may have a hard time
fitting required classes into their

schedules.
"In some cases there is no flexibility," Cesarini said.
Departments try to alleviate
this problem as best they can.
This can include making students pre-register for classes
through the department. This
allows the department to carefully place students in upper division classes.
"It's a pretty tight match
between the number of seats and
the number of students who
want to take that class," Sproule
said.

Another continuing problem
for the University and graduation
rates are the budget cuts.
Reductions in funding have hurt
the number of classes and professors available to students.
"It's hard to get growth when
all you can do is replace faculty
that have retired or resigned,"
Sproule said.
For some students the idea of
graduating in four years is not
possible, despite all the work of
the University. Transfer students
and students who have switched
majors often have a difficult time

graduating in four years.
"If I would have stayed with
CS, I would have graduated on
time." Matt Fomadel, a thirdyear sophomore, said. "I was on
pace, but I didn't like the major
and I wasn't doing well."
Fomadel switched from computer science to visual communication technology this past
year. He understands the difficult
task of trying to graduate in four
years.
"It seems to take careful planning and lots of luck," Fomadel
said.

c

Sciences
benefit
from Grad
teachers

Road map' to bring peace

By Dan Perry
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TRAINING, FROM PAGE 1

teaching skills as well. "The
training the students cain and
the learning experience they
gain from the classroom will
help improve science teaching
,n the c ollegc level because the
graduate students will most
likely become a college science
teacher, so this will improve
their teaching skills for wherever they leach," Ballone said.
Graduate students will assist
schools in East Toledo,
Springfield, Howling Green and
Wood County. The University
departments assisting in the
program are biology, chemistry,
geology, psychology, mathematics, physics, astronomy and
the Division of Teaching and
Learning.

IFRUSAJJiM — International
mediators presented Israeli and
Palestinian leaders yesterday
with a new Middle Fast "road
map," an ambitious blueprint
for ending 31 months of violence and establishing a
Palestinian state.
The U.S.-backed plan is supported bv a unique consensus of
world leaders and comes at a
time when U.S. clout is at a high
point in the wake of Saddam
Hussein's ouster in Iraq.
It also coincides with the
advent of a new Palestinian
leader. Mahmoud Abbas, who
was inaugurated as prime minister on yesterday. He has
denounced terrorism and
vowed to end attacks on Israelis,
but the dimensions of the problem were illustrated by the fact
that a suicide attacker who killed
three bystanders was linked to a
group within Abbas' own Fatah
party.
The plan, whose details have
been known for months, was

presented to Israeli Prime year, would see the creation of a
Minister Ariel Sharon by U.S. Palestinian state with provisionAmbassador Daniel Kurtzer in al borders. Tough issues are left
lerusalem. Shortly thereafter, for the last phase, such as final
Abbas received it in the West borders, the conflicting claims
Bank town of Ramailah from to lerusalem and the fate of milrepresentatives of the four par- lions of Palestinian refugees and
ties that drew up the plan: the their descendants who claim the
United States, Russia, the right to return to what is now
European Union and the United Israel.
Nations.
"The road map represents a
"For the first time in a verv starting point toward achieving
longtime, Israel and the interna- the vision of two states — a
tional community have a part- secure state of Israel and a
ner to go back to the table with," viable, peaceful, democratic
U.N. envoy Terje Roed-Larsen Palestine," President Bush said
told The Associated Press. "We in a statement.
have, hopefully, a peace process
His spokesman, Ari Fleischer,
going."
said Abbas will be invited to the
The three-year outline calls, in White House to meet with Bush.
the first crucial phase, for a No date was given. Secretary of
Palestinian crackdown on tenor State Colin Powell will travel to
groups and an Israeli freeze on the region in May and will meet
Jewish settlements, combined Sharon and Abbas.
with a "progressive" Israeli pullBoth sides say they want to
out from the autonomous end violence that since
Palestinian zones its iroops September 2000 has killed 2,287
reoccupied during the current people on the Palestinian side
round of fighting.
and 763 people on the Israeli
A second phase, which could side But past plans — whether
begin as early as the end of the grand end-of-conflict designs or

nuts-and-bolts cease-fire efforts
— have failed, and wrangling
over this one has already begun.
Sharon issued a terse statement saying he had received the
document "for the purpose of
formulating comments on the
wording." Palestinian Foreign
Minister Nabil Shaath, in contrast, called for "implementing
the road map immediately."
Acting U.S. Consul-General
Jeff Feldman said: "The road
map is a guideline; it's not a
sacred text or treaty." Larsen also
said implementation would be
negotiated, and a diplomatic
source said the United States
might dispatch an envoy for the
task.
Israel's most important objection is to the implication that it
must carry out its part — including a politically difficult freeze
on lewish settlements — at the
same time as the expected
Palestinian crackdown on militants.
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Bush to
speak on
war status
from ship
BUSH, FROM PAGE 1

from the Oval Office on March
19 to announce to start of combat.
It will come as the Lincoln is
several hundred miles off the
California coast, steaming
toward San Diego. The earner's
eventual destination is its
home port of Everett, Wash.
The Lincoln has been at sea for
about nine months.
Bush's advisers and GOP
leaders see the speech as part of
a process of turning the country's attention to Bush's domestic agenda after the military
successes in Iraq.
"It's a pivoting point for all of
us," said Senate Majority
Leader Bill Frist, R-Tenn„ after a
White House session in which
Bush previewed his speech and
talked about moving on to
building support for his tax cut
plans.
The president will reach the
IJncoln in a small Navy plane
that will make a cable-assisted
landing on the deck. The carrier will be too far offshore for the
usual mode of presidential
arrival, a helicopter flight, officials said.
The aircraft, an S-3B, called a
"Viking," is used routinely for
reconnaissance and minedetection, according to a
Pentagon fact sheet. It only carries a pilot and several crew
members. Bush, a former pilot
himself, will sit beside the pilot,
White House aides said.
Although the plane will have
an arrested landing — its forward speed will be checked by
cables stretched across the
deck — administration officials
said such landings were routine
aboard carriers and not viewed
as particularly risky.
Bush will spend the night
and leave the ship on Friday—
this time by helicopter —
before it docks in San Diego.

Protect
Your
Investment
SuperMed One" Personal Health Insurance
Graduation is approaching and you'll soon be on your own.
Don't try to "get by" without health insurance.
SuperMed One™ personal health insurance is affordable. And it comes from Medical Mutual,
Ohio's largest healthcare insurer with more than 3.1 million customers
and one of the largest networks of doctors and hospitals in the state.
It's easy to enroll! Call today

Super^edL,

1-800-722-7331
or visit us online at www.SuperMedOne.com
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UNIVERSITY ON TANZANIANS' TOUR ITINERARY
As part of an exchange program sponsored by the U.S.
State Department, sixTanzanian businessmen and women
will begin a three-week tour in the area by attending a marketing and business seminar this morning at the University.
The groups will also visit Detroit, Findlay, Columbus and
Shipshewana, Indiana in hopes of learning how to expand
the market for their Hast African products.

CAMPUS
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rhc calendar of events is taken from
htlpj/eventsigsu.edu

9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
University Bookstore's Book Buy
Back
Union Multipurpose Room

H

9 a.m.
NSSLHA Lecture
Sponsored by the National Student
Speech. Language & Hearing
Association.
Union Room 201
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10 a.m. -8 pm.
BG SHAC Questionnaires
Sponsored by the BG Student
Housing Action Committee.
Union Lobby

10 a.m. 4 p.m.
Capture the Flag Informational

Table
Sponsored by Campus Crusade tor
Christ
Union Lobby

7 pm
Film: Rebels With A Cause
Sponsored by American Culture
Studies
Olscamp Hall 111

stereotypical role, while Jose
Francisco sees in Nora a chance to
escape the confines of Franco's
Spain. Do not miss Ohio director
Timothy Ashton's latest production
Gish Theater

7 p.m.
"Spanish Heat"
Sponsored by the Spanish
Department Producciones 682
presents "Spanish Heat." This
short film is about Nora, a sexy
"blond bombshell" that travels
tram Hollywood to Spain to film her
next big movie. In Spain she meets
the handsome lose Francisco
whose writing dreams are stilled
by the Franco dictatorship Nora
tinds hope that Jose Francisco will
help her break Iree trom her

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Relay For Life Raffle
Raffle to benefit the American
Cancer Society. Sponsored by ITS
Union Lobby
Noon - 4 p.m.
Latino Cultural Arts Committee
Raffle
Rattle to benefit Gabiel Marquez
Fund.
Union Lobby

8pm
Slave Ship South. A Short Film
Sponsored By The Spanish
Department
This short movie contains scenes
which the director has gone
through great efforts not to let
anyone see until the official showing on today here on campus This
film will follow or precede "Spanish

Heat"
Gish Theater

Stanford to crack down on underage drinking
ByKimvo
•NIGHT BI0DIR NEWSPAPERS

SAN IOSF., Calif. - It's an open
secret that Stanford University is
lax about underage drinking.
If you're under 21, you can't
drink on campus except at parties, in lounges, while standing on
a sunny patio or sipping a beer in
your room with the door wide
open so the dormitory staff can
see you.
But this fall, in an attempt to
curb that drinking culture,
Stanford will ban drinking in the
lounges, hallways and patios of
its 10 all-freshmen dorms.
More than 2,200 students and
alumni have signed an online
petition protesting the change.
"There are a lot of double standards," said Jeff Cooper, an alumnus who posted die online petition.
The policy doesn't include

freshmen dorm rooms, which the
university considers students'
private domain. It also side-steps
dorms with all four classes freshmen through seniors even
though most of the students who
live there are underage.
Stanford officials won't say
spedflcaDywhal sparked the new
|M>licy, other than that it came up
during an annual policy review.
Pie new dean of freshmen, Julie
Lylhcott-Haims, said freshmen
dorms were targeted because
there have been more problems
there. "ITiere is a great deal more
alcohol abuse in all-freshmen
donns than in dorms with upperclassmen," she said.
Historically, Stanford has
staked out a unique position on
underage drinking. While technically banning the practice, it has
l>een loose on enforcement. The
attitude stems from Stanford's

"We'll continue to afford students the freedom to make responsible choices. This is
what has set Stanford apart from its peers,
our trust in students' ability to do the right
thing."
GENE AWAKUNI, VICE PROVOST FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
belief that students are responsible for their own behavior.
"We'll continue to afford students the freedom to make
responsible choices." said Gene
Awakuni. vice provost for student
affairs. "This is what has set
Stanford apart from its peers, our
trust in students' ability to do the
right thing."
But Stanford hasn't been
immune from the troubles of college drinking a national problem
that causes half a million injuries

and 1,400 deaths annually,
according to a study published
last year, In the 1980s, a dnmk fralerniiy member drowned in

Stanford's Lake Lagunlta; in 1998.
a Stanford senior fell from a twostory balcony in an alcohol-related accident.
Last year, Stanford police wrote
44 tickets for underage drinking
and responded to 22 calls asking
for help after a student
overindulged. There were 63
alcohol violations and 30 medical

calls the year before.
Wilson said the statistics would
quickly rise if she had more than
three officers per shift
Over the years Stanford has
become so permissive that students, including the underage
ones, leave their dorm room
doors open while they drink so
resident assistants can guard
.iC.imst alcohol-related ass;iulis
and illness.
In recent years, the campus has
tried to combat drinking Domi
funds can no longer IK- used to
buy booze, and non-alcoholic
drinks must be served alongside
the spirited ones at campus parties, which must be registered
with the university.
Stanford has also started cracking down on groups that flout the
rules. Last year, the university
band was placed on travel suspension for serving booze while

already on alcohol suspension.
Students who oppose the latest
policy say they want to protect
the unique openness that exists
at Stanford, arguing that it's
much safer than students sneaking drinks. Students rely on their
resident assistants to nurse them
through hangovers and, when
necessary, take them to the hospital They worn' thai trust will lx'
tarnished if the RAs turn Into
those that bust them for booze.
I Iniversity officials say that RAs
wont be enforcers, but it's
urn tear what will happen if a staff
member spots a freshman with a
drink
"People are going to drink
whether the university allows
them to or not," said sophomore
Frances Lewis, 19. The old policy
is belter, she said, "so I'm not
shutting my door, taking 12 sliois.
then going to the party."

*********** iH******lHt***<Hk*****lHHt**lHr*****1Ht**1H^*************

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
UPCOMING IMPORTANT
DEADLINES AND INFORMATION

UNIVERSITY

bookstore

Reserve a table for Campus Fest
Deadline to guarantee a full table: 5pm on May 23, 2003
• Form is on the Office of Campus Involvement website.

Summer O-Reg Information Sheet
Deadline: 5pm on May 9, 2003
• Submit an 81/2 x 11 sheet with information about your
organization to the Office of Campus Involvement. This
information sheet will be available to all incoming
students this summer at O-Reg. This is a great recruitment
opportunity for every organization!

Annual Report and Registration Packet
Deadline: 5pm on May 9, 2003

A new and
convenient way
to shop for
your textbooks...

• All organizations, except for social Greek and sport clubs
must register every May to remain in good standing and keep
all rights and privileges associated with being a student
organization. Form is on the website and should be
submitted to the Office of Campus Involvement.

SBC Funding Contract

Web site ordering
• We find and pull the
books so they are ready
for pick-up when you
return for Fall Semester
• First access to used books

Deadline: 5pm on May 9, 2003
• Money will not be placed in a University account until the
contract is signed and returned to the Office of Campus
Involvement.

• Use your BiG Charge

• Visa, MasterCard or
Discover also accepted

Student Organization Office Space Agreement
Deadline: 5pm on May 7, 2003
• Organizations must sign this agreement and return it to the
Office of Campus Involvement to guarantee its allocated
office or workstation in the 410 suite.

Office of Campus Involvement
401 Bowen - Thompson Student Union

419.372.2343

««™«
tol

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolved/organization.html

I

TOvemenl

Beat the crowds, order online at

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
Pick up your reserved books Aug. 18-29 during store hours
in the Multi-Purpose Room, Bowen-Thompson Student Union
BOWLING

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

mmmmmmmm
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OPINION

"He should be so lucky."
NBC correspondent Andrea Mitchell, on an erroneous closed-caption news
report that her husband, Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan, had been
hospitalized "with an enlarged prostitute.'' He had undergone prostate surgery.
(novstawk.com)

Tanning: your skirfs worst enemy
Has anyone noticed that a lot
of girls (and guys) around this
campus are darker than usual?
Some look exotic and healthy,
as if they have just come back
from a tropical paradise. Others
look scary and discolored like
they have some kind of skin disease.
Still others look red and
uncomfortable and we all know
they spent a little too much time
in the tanning bed. No matter
how good or bad these people

look, tanning is bad for everyone's health.
According to the American
Academy of Dermatology, UV
radiation from the tanning beds
can cause skin cancer. Even people who only tan moderately are
at risk for skin cancer.
Skin cancer is not the only
thing to worry about. Premature
aging of the skin and wrinkles
are caused by exposure to UV
radiation. If you're going tanning
to look good, you're just hurting

your looks in the long run.
According to AAD, UV radiation can also have a damaging
effect on the immune system.
Tanning beds may be worse than
we thought.
Experts say that the large
number of people going to tanning beds has caused an increase
in the number of skin cancer
cases. In this next year alone,
there will likely be 1.3 million
new skin cancer cases diagnosed
in the United States.

The effects of exposure to tanning beds usually does not show
up for years. Cancer and wrinkles do not appear right away.
Damage to the skin accumulates
over time.
So if your tanning is prolonged
over years, you increase your
chance of getting skin cancer.
The lighter your skin, the greater
your risk Every skin tone will
experience premature aging of
the skin if exposed over a long
time.

According to AAD's Web site,
the Food and Drug
Administration and the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention encourage people to
avoid using tanning beds.
There are alternatives to tanning in tanning beds. There are
plenty of sunless tanners. The
iotions seem to be popular and
they do not harm the skin. Many
moisturize and some even have
sunscreen in them.
Another trendy alternative

seems to be spraying your body
tan. Again, no harm to your skin
and a nice, bronze color.
You can also just stay natural
and avoid the risk of a tanning
experience gone bad.
Tanning beds do nothing
more than harm your skin. You
may think that you are getting a
"healthy glow" but you are damaging your skin beyond repair.
When you're wrinkly in your 40s,
are you going to care if you were
tan in your 20s? Probably not.

ERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE The economy isn't
Kids do not
always equal
happiness
I was sincerely disturbed to
read Katie Riddle's column
Tuesday, asking "How can society allow abortion?" Apparently,
Ms. Riddle would rather bring an
unwanted child into the world,
to be raised by parents (or a parent) who did not want the child
to begin with than abort it. This
child will not receive the love,
hugs or smiles that Ms. Riddle
extols. Obviouslv, Ms. Riddle has

the child's best interests at heart.
Abortion is the hard-won right
of every woman, for it is she
alone who should have say over
her body. The decision of
whether or not to abort a pregnancy is (and should be) a private decision made by a woman
and her health care provider.
Before Roe v. Wade, in the
1950s, roughly 1 million illegal
abortions were performed in the
United States every year, and
over 1,000 women died each year
as a result. Ms. Riddle claims that
having an abortion "means losing the chance to do more with
their life than making money,
working and then dying" I, however, feel that for some women

abortion is the chance to do
more with their lives than to
spend them tied down by poverty and unwanted children.
Every woman should have the
right to pursue whatever will
make her happy. For myself and
many other women, children are
not a part of that — at least, not
yet. Considering the fact that 49
percent of pregnancies in the
United States are unintended,
perhaps we as a society should
focus more on contraception,
responsible sex education and
emergency contraception.
SARAH SEIBERT
STUDEMT

Know facts behind candidates
JOHN
TYLISZCZAK
Guest Columnist
This column is in response to
Craig Stem's U-wire column in
yesterday's paper. Let me start by
saying I am a democrat, a bleeding heart liberal. I believe in flat
tax rales and socialized healthcare among other liberal ideologies. I lowever, I am as conservative as anyone is when it comes
to National Security. National
Security is a preventive measure
and not a reactionary one. I feel
Craig's column may have been
misleading, so let me clarify
things.
The column started by making
light of President Bush's trip to
our home state of Ohio. Guess
what? Those steel plants and
weapon manufacturing plants
are kind of key to the economy.
The manufacturing index is a
key factor in the growth of the
economy (yeah, I guess Andrew
Carnegie would be proud).
My hometown is just outside
of Youngstown, Ohio and that
city has suffered more than any
other due to the loss of the steel
mills. Oh, and those weapons
manufacturers he visited in
I jma. they lost 500 jobs when
the wonderful President Clinton
slashed military spending.
Remember, those bombs and
planes we spend all of that
money on don't make themselves; people with jobs do. It's
different than paying people to
dig ditches just to have work for
them. I do however have a problem with Bush coming here to

beat up on George Voinovich for
not supporting his economic
plan, but not with his visit to
places that need a boost in
morale.
Of course Bush is splitting his
focus between the economy and
national security, no candidate
running will focus on just one
issue. And of course Bush will
promote his achievements in
national security, but he also has
the economic plan that his
father didn't have.
If you are going to invoke the
memory of President Hoover,
then at least know the economic
decisions he made that contributed to the Great Depression.
He raised taxes in a recession; he
didn't cut them. And that's what
democrats want in this recession; those who forget history are
doomed to repeat it.
Craig's column also suggested
that Bush is "secretly banking on
the hope that the recession will
correct itself without him actually doing anything." I seem to
recall hearing something about a
S750 billion economic package
Bush's administration created
and are trying to get passed
through Congress, but I guess
that doesn't count. This package
may have its flaws but this country has yet to see a perfect economic package.
I think the next part was the
most amusing part of yesterday's
column. The column says Bush
lacks strong moral fiber because
of the stem cell debate. The only
funding that will go towards
embryonic stem cell research is
for already existing embryos and
Bush adamantly objects to the
creation of new embryos for this

purpose. And here is an excerpt
from Bush's State of the Union
address that shows his moral
fiber
"I ask you to protect infants at
the very hour of birth and end
the practice of partial-birth abortion. And because no human life
should be started or ended as
the object of an experiment, I ask
you to set a high standard for
humanity and pass a law against
all human cloning" (New York
Times).
And one last thought on moral
fiber Moral fiber? Bill Clinton?
Come on!
Let's not forget either that the
"Golden Days" of Clinton's
Administration were based on
11, i in hi li i us corporate earnings
reports. I understand there were
good aspects of Clinton's economic policies, but all of the
investors who were robbed by
these corporate thieves were
being cheated when Clinton was
in office, and the thieves were
caught while Bush was in office.
Since I have all but used up
my allotted space for this column, 1 won't be able to address
the rest of the inaccuracies from
yesterday's column, lust know
that the full information wasn't
provided. I would suggest that
for future reference people focus
on what their candidate can and
will do, and not what they feel
are the shortcomings of the
incumbent. I guess for this next
election the democrats might
not be able to do this since they
have an assembly of jokes vying
for the top democratic spot.
Maybe they should prompt
Martin Sheen to run; he could
do as well as any of the others.

ON THE STREET

as bad as you think

As graduating seniors,
what advice would
you give to all the
underclassmen?

COREY JONES
IPC

"Take lots of naps to
prepare yourself for the
night festivities."

SANDY BARTUCCIO
PURCHASING & PRODUCTION

"Don't rent from
Greenbriar."

MEGAN BOLLENBACHER
PURCHASING & PRODUCTION
"Never schedule classes
before 1 p.m. on Fridays."

ANNA BARNES
SOCIOLOGY

EVAN
MANROW
Opinion Columnist
I can't shake this feeling that
maybe all the woeful banter in
the press and on the airwaves
nowadays is just a new form of
the cynicism that gave us Y2K.
You remember Y2K, don't
you?The world was supposed
to come crashing down at the
stroke of midnight on Ian. 1,
2000 because of a hard-wired
computer bug that couldn't
read dates. We bought canned
food, generators and bottled
water, and made people like
Gary North rich beyond belief
by buying their survival guides.
Well, we dealt with the problems then, and the new millennium went off without a hitch,
save a car plant in Nebraska
somewhere. We're dealing with
problems now, too.
The weather is warming up,
and gas prices are falling.
Despite our "economic slump,"
people are still spending, and
unemployment is still below six
percent; we used to call that
"prosperity." Now, we call it a
recession. Nine candidates for
the Democratic presidential
nomination have nine different
solutions to the problem, more
than one of them involving
Dick Gephart's socialized
health care scheme. Never
mind that the last president to
push through social programs
of that scope gave us doubledigit unemployment and double-digit inflation. Oh yeah,
inflation: that's another problem we don't have right now,
right along with high interest
rates. The only problem our
country has with interest rates
is that they have to go up in the
future, because they're at the
floor right now.
This says something interesting about the complaints of the
size of our budget deficit which
is only a problem if it drives up
interest rates. The president's
tax cut, this year costing $91
billion, has been blamed for

the missing $349 billion surplus projected by the
Congressional Budget Office
for 2003. Even if tax cuts lower
revenue by one dollar for every
dollar cut, which they don't, the
numbers still don't add up. The
fact is, the remaining $225 billion of surplus, and all the
deficit we're seeing now, is
because of the cost and economic impact of Sept. 11, the
defense budget and the largest
spending increases for things
like education we've seen in
history. Think Bush cut money
for education? You obviously
don't remember the biggest
hike in education spending in
our nation's history, coauthored by none other than
Ted Kennedy. But I forget
myself, he must be in on this
"vast right-wing conspiracy"
thing, too.
Here's when the economy
picks up, when we stop kidding
ourselves and pretending like
we live in the "worst economy
since World War II." We need to
take responsibility for ourselves, and stop pretending like
we can't succeed because the
world won't let us. Bad things
happen, but right now we're
missing two authoritarian
regimes we had two years ago,
we're keeping more of the
money we make, almost all of
us still have our jobs and our
biggest fear is a disease that, as
I've heard, hasn't killed a single
person in the United States yet.
So, before you let Dick
Gephart convince you that a
perpetual $230 billion a year
program costs less than the tax
cut that won't total one-sixth
that cost over the same period,
bust out your Tl-89, crunch
some numbers and get back to
work We should be cutting the
increases in spending with
these tax cuts, not increasing
those rates. So put away your
bottled water and stop stockpiling your prescription drugs.
The recession wasn't that bad,
and it's not getting worse; I'll
see you on the other side.
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COURT TO DECIDE IF VICTIM CAN VIOLATE OWN ORDER

www.bgnews.com

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A woman wants the Ohio
Supreme Court to overturn her conviction for violating a
protective order she sought against her ex-husband by
inviting him to a party. The case before the Supreme
Court involves conflicting opinions by two lower courts
on whether victims of domestic violence can be charged
with violating protective orders they sought.

STATE

Contractor convicted inTraficant bribe
ByloeMilicia
IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

lonyOtiakAPPtwIo

BRIBING: Bernard "Pete" Bucheit walks out of U.S. Federal Court
yesterday in Cleveland. Bucheit was convicted ol bribing former U.S.
Rep. James A. Traficant Jr.

CLEVELAND — A contractor
was convicted yesterday of bribing former U.S. Rep. James A.
Traficant )r. by having a deck and
addition built on the congressman's farmhouse.
After a day of deliberation, a
federal court jury found that
Bernard "Pete" Bucheit, 70, illegally provided $30,000 worth of
construction work for Traficant in
1993.
In exchange, Traficant helped
Bucheit collect SI 1.6 million for
construction of a shopping mall
in Saudi Arabia and later helped
him recoup money from a manufacturing company in the Gaza
Strip in the Middle East.
The jury also found Bucheit
guilty of lying to a grand jury that
was investigating Traficant, now
serving an eight-year prison sentence on bribery and racketeering charges.
Bucheit, who told the grand

Make your home at:
Newly Renovated Haven House • Updated
Fox Run • Piedmont • Newly Renovated
Birchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open

530 S. Maple St.

Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30
Sat. 10-2

Membership to Chenywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool
»New Equipment
•Sauna
'Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers (avail, after May 15)

jury that he trusted Traficant
would eventually pay him, sat
down with his wife after the verdict and held her hand.
"We're shocked that they were
able to conclude he was guilty,
given the lack of evidence," his
lawyer Roger Synenberg said.
Synenberg asked jurors during
his closing argument not to consider Bucheit guilty by association.
1 think anyone associated with
Traficant is painted with such a
broad brush that that was difficult to overcome," he said.
Bucheit faces a maximum of 12
years in prison, although under
federal sentencing guidelines his
sentence will likely be much less.
U.S. District Fudge Lesley Wells

allowed him to remain free on
bond until the sentencing in July
at the earliest.
The accusations were part of
the racketeering charge that
Traficant was convicted of last
April. Traficanl, a Democrat who
served nine terms, was expelled
from the House
Craig Morford, who prosecuted Traficant last year, said
Bucheit's conviction sends an
important message.
"It's not OK to give money to
public officials under any circumstances and when you're asked
about it you have to be truthful,"
Morford said.
Bucheit, who lives pan of the
year in Youngstown and the rest
in West Palm Beach, Fla., was

A
A

STUDENT sreeais
"All Day, Everyday"

Call

$250/mo.

CRAIG MORFORD, PROSECUTED TRAFICANT LAST YEAR

convicted of conspiracy, giving an
illegal gratuity and perjury.
Bucheit was president of
Bucheit International, based in
the Youngstown suburb of
Boardman in the district Traficant
represented.
Bucheit's attorney said his
client merely sought (he help of
Itis congressman to resolve an
international business dispute.
Synenberg said
Bucheit
thought asking forTraficant's help
would be no different from assistance he sought from other elected officials, including ITS Sens.
John Glenn, D-Ohio, now retired,
and Mike DeWine, R-()hio.
Richard Detore, a Virginia business executive accused of bribing
Traficant, is the only other businessman indicted in the Traficant
corruption probe who is still facing trial
Another received probation
after pleading goilty. and a second was sentenced to a month In
prison.
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"It's not OK to give money to public officials
under any circumstances and when you're
asked about it you have to be truthful."
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Why RENT a ROOM when you

can RENT an APARTMENT for LE$$?
when YOU can live LESS than
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS?
If you want MORE for LE$$, GREENBRIAR, INC. offers:

Qeiv^1

•1,2,3 and 4 bedroom furnished apartments and houses
•On-site Laundry facilities
t/24 hour Emergency Maintenance
ALSO AVAILABLE IN SELECTED UNITS

— THE MEAT REASON WE LOVE MEATS. THAT'S WHY WE SERVE ONLY 100% REAL. LEAN.
QUALITY MEATS - NEVER THAT CHUNKED ANO PRESSED STUFF.

•FREE Internet
•Fireplaces

•Microwaves
•Central Air

Call or Come in today to see a unit!
419-352-0717

AFTER ALL. YOU DON'T CHUNK AND PRESS THE THINCS YOU LOVE.

j$ NOW RENTING FOR FALL%
COLUMBIA COURT

^JftWIO«HrV

WE DELIVER
1616 E. WOOSTER flVE. -352.7200
BOWLING GREEN
ISS

WED I0IM ;iM

IN,II - III 10IM ]IM

JIMMYJOHNS.COM

3 bedroom, 2 bath
furnished, A/C, fireplace
FREE Internet in selected units
Now offering individual
leases

451 & 424 FRAZEE AVE
3 bedroom, 2 bath
furnished, A/C, fireplaces
microwaves
starting at $800.00
FREE Internet

CAMPBELL HILL
• 2 bedroom townhouse
• 11/2 bath, furnished
• washer/ dryer hookup
• full basement, A/C
. ASK about NEW carpet &
NEW living room furniture

GOOD SELECTION OF GRADUATE STUDENT HOUSING
Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-0717
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COURT GRANTS ACLU ACCESS TO POLICE PHOTOS
CONCORD. N.H. (AP) — The New Hampshire Civil Liberties
Union won the right yesterday to review five years of photographs taken by Manchester police to see if officers are
singling out blacks and other minorities. The organization
requested access to the pictures three years ago after learning of the [jolice department's practice of photographing
people who had been stopped but not arrested.

NATION

Arsenic to blame for church death
By Glenn Adams
IH[ tSSOCIMEO PRESS

NEW SWEDEN, Maine — A
container thai had held arsenic
was found yesterday in a church
whetv the toxic metal is suspected of sickening a dozen people
and of contributing to the death
of a 78-year-old man.
State police investigators said
they planned to interview every
member of the Gustaf Adolph

Lutheran Church in New
Sweden, a town of 650 in northem Maine, l-'ivc of those who
became sick after Sunday's services were still too ill to talk with
detectives; at least three were in
critical condition.
State Police Lt. Dennis
Appleton would not describe the
container that held arsenic.
"We have not identified how
the arsenic arrived in the build-

ing." Appleton told reporters outside the church.
He had said that police were
treating the death of Walter
Morrill as suspicious, "but only
because we don't have the
answers. We have no evidence it's
criminal."
A funeral was held yesterday
for Morrill. An autopsy on his
body was inconclusive and toxicology tests were planned.

A Tribute to Gabiel
GiDiel Mirmisi »as critically mimed in a car crash on 3-12 03 III proceeds Irom this benefit will De applied lo his medical emenses

Saturday May 3, 2003
,,-*$*% Anderson Arena
6:00pm-Midnight

The victims all shared coffee,
sweets and sandwiches Sunday
that were left over from a church
bake sale the day before. Several
church members said people
who drank the coffee had complained that it tasted funny
State Health Director Dora
Anne Mills said Tuesday that
arsenic, which can have a bitter
taste, was the probable cause of
the illnesses.
Appleton ruled out the coffee's
sugar supply as the arsenic
source and said the church's well
was not contaminated. Arsenic is
common in groundwater in
Maine.
A professor at New York
Stnt Partis AP Photo
University said it takes more
arsenic to kill someone than is REMEMBERED: Mourners leave the Lancaster & Morgan funeral
normally found in common home following a service in Caribou, Maine for Walter Morrill.
household chemicals.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$Money Money!

Puerto Rican Dinner Buffet
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1

! LIVE ENTERTAINMENT! |
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Tribute 7:00-9:00pm
Dance 9:30pm-Midnight

Nows the best time to buy.
Call Megan (College of Education)
for Details and Financial Options.
(419) 373-1889

ThayerlOYOTA

Donation $25/person or $40/couple
Visa. Mastercard, Discover. Cash. & Checks welcome
For more info, contact
Sheila Brown at 419-372-2642

1225 N. Main St. Bowling Green

(419) 353-5751
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Part-time Jobs
Package Handlers
(loading and unloading)

Earn up to $10 an Hour
Tuition Assistance
Great Benefits

5 Great Shifts
New Hire Bonus
Weekends Off

Management Inc.
NOW RENTING
FOR 2003/2004
CaU 353-5800 for
COMPLETE LISTING
or check the website
www-meccabi^cuni
Hillsdale Apt I082 Fairview,
I & 2 Bdrm Apts. DishwasherGarbage Disposal, I"* BalhsWasher/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm)
A FEW OPEN NOW

AfBECA

Management Inc.

Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poe
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms. Laundry on
site, BGSU Bus Stop.

AFEWEFFICIENCES
OPEN NOW

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

Ileinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise
I Bdrms, A/C-DishwasherGarbagc Disposal
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
A FEW OPEN NOW

Accepting Applications
Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 4:00

Management Inc.

650 S. Reynolds Road
(North of Airport Hwy. - next to Ryan's)
Toledo, Ohio

1 -800-582-3577

Parkview Apt, 1045 N. Main
1 & 2 Bdrm, 12 Month Lease
Sits by Evergreen Apartments

Ground
Equal Opportunity Employer

Management Inc.

Graceland, 208/210/212
S. Church

2 Bdrm 1 Bath Duplex
I Car Garage. Washer/Dryer
hook ups
Close to Downtown

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
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Are Florida ballots history? searchers find live
By Erik Schetzig
IH[ ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

MIAMI — Another dispute is
brewing over Florida's chaotic
2000 presidential election:
Should the 6 million ballots,
hanging chads and all, be
destroyed or saved because of
their historical significance?
Many election supervisors in
Florida's 67 counties want to get
rid of the ballots because they
take up so much space. MiamiDade's are in taped-up cardboard boxes stacked to the ceiling of a warehouse, while Palm
Beach County's 2000 election
records sit on three 5-by-5 foot
pallets, each of them 6 feet high.
"If someone wants to have all
these, they better know what
they're getting into," said Theresa
IfPore, the elections supervisor
responsible for Palm Beach
County's infamous "butterfly"
ballot. She once joked a bonfire
would be best way to get rid of
the materials.
In all. Florida's 2000 election
ballots would fill more than 450

four-drawer file cabinets. The
problem is that there is no plan
on what to do with them or any
idea on what it would cost to
store them in a single repository
— if one could be found to take
them.
The Florida Secretary of State
has extended the ballot preservation deadline until Inly 1 to
give legislators time to decide
what to do. But lawmakers have
yet to discuss the ballots with less
than a week to go in the
Legislature's regular session.
The ballots, for now, arc in
limbo.
"They ought to be dead, but
they keep coming back,"
laughed Carolyn Kirby, elections
supervisor in Columbia County
for 21 years. "To tell the truth I'm
a little sentimental about these
things. I say, let's retain these
their for their history, but then I
think, how much history can we
retain?"
She kept the ballots in her
office until January when she
shipped them over to a ware-

worms in wreckage
By Mike Schneider
IM[ JISS0Ci«'f D PHtSS

rim HeitkampAP Photo

DESTROYED: Attorney Gary Farmer stands in his office in Weslon,
Fla. Farmer has gone to court to prevent the destruction of the 6
million ballots from Florida's chaotic 2000 presidential election.
house. In little Liberty County,
elections supervisor Marcia
Wood still has all 2,700 ballots in
her office vault.
"Other than saying, Hey,
here's the pile of ballots from
2000,' there isn't much use to

HOUSES AVAILABLE 2003-2004
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
710 EIGHTH SREET - Newer 3 bdrm., 2 bath house
washer/dryer hook-up, limit 3 people. $999 per mo.
Deposit $940.
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
714 EIGHTH STREET Unit #A - 2 BR duplex.
Limit 2 people. $660.00 per month. Air Conditioning
Avail. 8/21/03 to 8/7/04.
146 1/2 MAfMVILLE - One BR upper unit. Limit 2
people. $473.00 per month.
Avail. 5/17/03 to 5/8/04.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH

(419) 354-2260 M-F - 8:30 to 5:30, Sat - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwjohnnewloverealestate.com
MEDICAL

COLLEG

Take Your
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

I Higher

Ykievel

Summer Storage
for your stuff.

We PICK UP your items,
STORE them over the summer,
DELIVER them in the fall!
Contact PAK MAIL for more info.
ohiopakmail@aol.com
419-872-5671

OHIO

career opportunities in the field of envir onmental .incl occupational
health l,rofe\sK>ru!s who specialize in envir onmental and occupational
health anticipate, recognize, evaluate and control harmful factors such
us chemical .spills- jir, waste, soil, and food tonUiniin.itions, liar niful
work practices; and Iwxerrontf activities These professionals develop,
implement and manage a Ix cud scope of envir onmental and occupant >ruil
liealth programs As an emir onmental and occupational health pr ofessK mal.
you am work in a variety of settings sudi as
► Manufacturing and service Industries
► Government agencies at die local, c< runty, state and federal

levels (le, EPA, OSHAI

► •Health-care orcynjz.it ions
► Research facilities

The Ncnh west Onto CcnscsthirarorPublk Heakh(NCXFH)of fen a

► Facility members who are nationally recognized] full-time faculty
members are cloctorally prepared.
► Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate
most work schedules
*» Small Caw size that allows for mor e inctivithi.il attention
k* .Students having access to fac ilities on the campuses at MCO.
IKJSU and UT.
► Excellent, hands-on heldwork opportunities
\ pplu ant H is for Spring, Summer, and Fall 2003 admission are
being accepted. Additional major- in Health I'r omotion and PJdut auon
and PuMic Health Administration ar e also offered through OK* NOCI'H
For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact us.it
(419) 383-S.Wi, malder manttmco edit or visit our Web site at
www. mco.edu/ailh/pubhcahh

BIG SUMMER CASH!!!!
Now accepting for summer employment
at Landerhaven and for
several exciting events/*

Top Competitive Wages
Looking for'motivated, em

only

from 6:3091)} - Tlsw

MOD.-Sat.
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2sausages,
2 pancakes or toast, and
homefries or coffee

*>to

Show BGSU ID and
receive 25% OFF any
breakfast special

GODFREYS FAMILY RESTAURANT
1021 S Main SI • 352 0123

Love the Nightlife?
Move in Downtown!

As awareness of public heatti LMMS and needs loo eases, so do the

SERVERS

Breakfast

We Can Also Ship Your Items Home.

C FPU-accrcx hied raster of public health degr ee program where a Mudcn:
can major in envir onmental and occupational health, and uV Depanmerr
of I'uhlic Health at MCO of fers a master degree in occupational health
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Healing Begins with Knowledge

them," said Kurt Browning, elections supervisor in Pasco County,
lulian Pleasants, a University
of Florida history professor, said
destroying the ballots would
leave a hole in U.S. history.

CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. Hundreds of worms being used In
a science experiment aboard the
space shuttle Columbia have
been found alive in the wreckage.
NASA said yesterday.
The worms, known as C. elegans, were found in debris found
in Texas several weeks ago
Technicians sorting through the
debris at Kennedy Space Centa
In Florida didn't open the containers of worms and dead moss
cells until this week.
All seven astronauts were killed
when the shuttle disintegrated
over Texas on Feb. I. Columbia
contained almost 60 scientific
investigations.
"To my knowledge, these are
the only live experiments that
have been located and identified," said Bmre Buckingham, .i
NASA spokesman at the Kennedy
Space Center.
The worms and moss were in
the same nine-pound locker

located in the mid-deck of the
space shuttle. The worms were
placed in six canisters, each holding eight petri dishes
flit' worms, Which are about
the size of the tip of a pencil, were
pan of an experiment testing a
new synthetic nutrient solution.
The worms, which have a life
cycle HI between seven and 10
daw. were four or live genera
tions old. Buckingham said
the experiment was put
together by researchers at the
NASA Ames Research Center in
California.
The
moss,
known
as
Ceratodon, were used to stud]
how a spaceflight environment
Influences cell growth. During
Columbia's flight, shuttle commander Rick Husband sprayed
.he moss with a chemical that
destroyed protein fiber. He also
sprayed the moss with formaldehyde to preserve it. Seven of the
eight aluminum canisters holding the moss were recovered

114 S. Main St. #7&9: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located downtown
above Wizard Graphics. Laundry facilities. Extra storage. FREE WATER &
SEWER. Resident pays electric/heat. #7 $315, #9 S375 per month for a 12
month lease.
117 N. Main St. #2,4,5,6,748: One bedroom unfurnished apartments located
downtown. All are different. Laundry facilities on premises. Resident pays all
utilities. #2 $365, #4 $375, #5 $335, #6 $340, #7 $385, #8 $290 per month for
a 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. Main St.: Two bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities. Eat in kitchen. Cat permitted with
references. Close to downtown. $450 per month for a 12 month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Private entrance.
Resident pays all utilities. $515 per month for a 12 month lease. (ZONED FOR
NO MORE THREE(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE)

NEWLPVE
Rentals

332 s. Mnin
(41«i) 352-5A20
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Help Save A Life - Donate Plasma Today.
HE RIGHT THING TO DO!
liach Month Ypu
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HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS END IN DEADLOCK
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) — Nigerian navy ships sailed yesterday toward offshore drilling rigs where 97 foreigners
— including 17 Americans — were being held after
talks to resolve the 11 -day hostage standoff broke off
in deadlock. About 1 (X) disgruntled Nigerian oil workers have been holding the foreigners aboard four
drilling rigs about 20 miles off Nigeria's coast.

WORLD

Beijing hastily builds new hospital
"The panic and fear factor among the general public is a
really big issue for us."
WANG QISHAN, NEW MAYOR OF BEIJING
By Christopher Bodeen
IHC ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

the capital's death toll to 75 and
the mainland total to 159. It said
there were 166 new infections —
101 of them in Beijing—boosting
the nationwide total to 3,460.
Most of the capital's 1,448 cases
arc still hospitalized.
Only in mainland China is the
respiratory disease continuing to
spread uncontrolled, according
to the World Health Organization.
Worldwide, the WHO reported
5,400 people infected with the
new virus, with roughly 2,400 of
those recovered. More than 353
have died. Generally, more than
nine out of 10 people recover
from SARS, although in China the
death rate appears to be higher.
The U.N. health agency said
Wednesday it would investigate
reports in Hong Kong of 12 SARS
patients who relapsed after being
sent home from the hospital.
Even so. officials say the worst in
Hong Kong appears to be over, as
is the case in Toronto and
Singapore.

BEIJING — Beijing didn't have
enough beds for SATIS patients in
its hospitals, so it built a new one
— in eight days.
As city leaders struggled to
bring in enough doctors and add
more hospital beds to cope with
its SARS epidemic, construction
workers put the finishing touches
yesterday on the new 1.000-bed
facility.
It was built in a former cornfield next to an ostrich farm north
of Beijing The Chinese capital's
new mayor, Wang Qishan, said
the first 195 patients were ready
to move in.
The rows of while, one-story
buildings ringed by a 15-foolhigh red brick wall arc the centerpiece of increasingly urgent
efforts to defeat an outbreak
Qishan said, "remains severe."
The Health Ministry reported
nine new fatalities in Beijing and
two elsewhere yesterday, raising

Wang, Beijing's new mayor
who took office only last week,
acknowledged there had been
some panic and said calming the
public was an urgent goal — one
he said could be achieved by
improving the SARS recovery rate
and stopping the spread of the illness.
"The panic and fear factor
among the general public is a
really big issue for us," Wang said
at a news conference yesterday
that was shown live on Beijing
television.
Worries about the disease
prompted thousands of people to
flee Beijing last week Many who
remain are staying home from
work in hopes of avoiding the
virus.
A written statement distributed
by the mayor said the infection
continued to spread. It said the 21
Grtj Biker AP Photo
hospitals in Beijing assigned to
handle SARS didn't have enough SARS SHELTER: A military policeman stands guard as workers walk outside the temporary hospital
beds for all suspected cases.
being built for SARS patients, at Xiaotangshan, north of Beijing yesterday.
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Major Sociology
i Hometown Cleveland, OH
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Major: Interpersonal Communications/Sales
Hometown Gahanna, Ohio
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Congratulations!
Good luck for the
future. We are proud of
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Sarah Healy

Jason Wm Bell
Major: Dietitian-Nutrition
i Hometown: North Olmsted, Ohio

Major: Middle School Education
L Hometown: Ramsey, NJ
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Abby,
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Your determination and ambition

still do. Congratulations
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completing your college

goals. We're all proud of

education, and will also lead you

you. You go girl!

to success in your life. We are

As you start a new chapter
in your life, know how
proud we are of you, and
excited to watch you fulfill
your dreams. Remember
how much we love you!

very proud of you.

Love,,

Major Business-Marketing
I Hometown Columbia Station, Ohio
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teacher. Love you so
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Major: Speech Therapy
1 Hometown Sylvania, Ohio
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Mdtisa,,
You did it! We are so very
proud of you! We know
you will be successful in
your career because of your
dedication.

much!

LOW,
Mom, St Dad,
Kelly Kaufman

Major: Middle Childhood Education
k Hometown: Lexington, Ohio
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Congratulations on all your
Graduate School. We are so

Dad,, Mom,, Darren,, Amy,
Winston, &. Benny
Kelly McNair

Jaclyn M. Trusnik

Kelly,

QoocL Lack,

Lout- Always,
Your Family

Mom,, Dick, Kali,, Josh-,
Derrick, Dean,&. Dole,
Abby Leigh Vergote
Major: Fashion Merchandising
Hometown Delta. Ohio

Lout,,
Mom,, Dad,, & Kim,

Christopher Nash

Sarah,,

TayaMrW,

Major Nursing RN, BSN
i Hometown Bowling Green, Ohio
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Tayanna Garman

CkfU,
May the rest of your life

We, lout,you,,
Mom,, Dad, St Nik,

dad/ Si, AAOMS
Kathleen Schnee Castor

Melissa Geller

Major: Early Elementary Education
Hometown: Sylvania, Ohio

Major: Physical Therapy
Hometown: Fremont, Ohio

And so
it comes
to an
end...

HOCKEY AWARDS: PETER FORSBERG IS UP FOR NHL'S HART AWARD. PAGE 11
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Erik
Cassano

Sports Reporter
In the movie "The Shawshank
Redemption," Andy Dufresne
breaks out of prison with a rock
hammer in a little under 20 years.
The character, played by Tim
Robbins, slowly, meticulously
wears his way to through his cell
wall, picking his way through feet
of rock, depositing fingerfuls at a
time in the prison yard. He hides
his work behind posters of
Marilyn Monroe and Raquel
Welch, or whomever the lovely
lady of the time was.
Without playing up too much
the collegc-to-prison comparison, college graduates are a lot
like Andy. Crack geologists, submitting to the laws of pressure
and time. Plodding away, one
class at a time, one project, one
snowstorm, one all-nighter. Year
after year. Test after test. Final
after final.
Pressure and time. That's all it
takes, really. Thatandabigdamn
loan.
Less than two weeks to my
graduation now. Less than 14
days to wrap up over half a
decade as an undergrad. Less
than two weeks to wrap up 20
years of formal education, when
you get right down to it.
My college career has taken
me from community college
commuter student to dormdwelling transfer to part-time
loose-end ryer, biding my time
until 1 don my cap and gown.
I look back on myself these
past six years at two colleges, ninteen ninety-seven, when I last
wore a cap and gown at high
school commencement, seems
like an eternity and a half ago.
Last I checked, half the teachers
from my time in high school are
no longer there.
1 went to community college
knowing I wanted to transfer to a
four-year school, but not knowing exactly how it would materialize. My answer came in the
summer of 1999 when I visited
Bowling Green. The journalism
program, the campus, everything seemed right. Or at least
more right than Kent State, the
other school I was mulling over.
At BG, I was on my own for the
first time. Not as intimidating as I
thought it would be. Of course,
ENDING, PAGE 11

Falcons head to championships
Erik Bell
SPORTS REPORTtR

The men's golf team will look
to end their season on a positive
note this weekend as they travel
to Illinois for the Mid-American
Conference Championships.
The tournament will be held
yesterday through Saturday at
Rich Harvest Farms Golf Club in
Sugar Grove, 111. The tournament
will be hosted by Northern
Illinois University.
For the Falcons, Andy Miller
will be looking to continue the
positive momentum he gained
last weekend at the Rutherford
Intercollegiate.
Miller had a career weekend as
he shot a career best 69 in the

second round. Miller also had a
career-low 54 hole score of 217.
For his performance, Miller was
nominated as the MAC Men's
Golfer of the Week. This weekend
will be Miller's last tournament
as a Falcon as he will be graduating.
The Falcons will also look to
continue to get solid performances from Chris Leake, Bud
Ziglar and Craig Pickerel. Leake,
Ziglar and Pickerel all tied for
41st place with three-round
totals of 224. Leake shot a 71 in
the second round while Pickerel
fired a 70 in the third round for
their best rounds of the tournament. Ziglar also had a solid third
round as he shot a 73.

BATTER UP

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Ben Swanger BG News
GOOD CUT: First baseman Kelly Hunt swings at a pitch earlier
this season. The Falcons played OSU last night. Story tomorrow.

race. It's not an injury where he's Derby, he has perhaps the
THE ASSOCIAKO PRESS
going to hurt himself."
strongest duo since Calumet
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Bobby
Frankel has been training thor- Farms sent Citation and
Frankel was all smiles the day oughbreds for 37 years, and rarely Coaltown to a 1-2 finish in 1948.
after Empire Maker created a — if ever — will he run a horse
Frankel has succeeded by callfuss, entertaining a few friends at who isn't sound. The 61-year-old ing his own shots. He's worked for
Churchill Downs.
New Yorker based in Southern Gann more than 20 years, and
He talked about watching races California is known for his was hired by luddmonte in 1990.
3n the Internet, and of big scores patience in sending stars to the His owners are the greatest, he
he missed out on during his gam- races, a practice he picked up says, because they leave him
bling days as a teen. Then he watching the late Charlie alone.
spotted former jockey Bobby Whittingham.
"I can't think of one owner that
Ussery.
"For big races, I'd like to come I have that makes any decisions
"He rode my first five winners," in off a two-month layoff rather for me," he said. "I'm very
Frankel said yesterday. "He Was than two- or three-week layoff, straightforward. They know the
one of the best, believe me."
but for the Derby you have to go truth right away. 1 don't have to
Believe the Hall of Fame trainer for it," Frankel said.
worry about what I say. it just
and you'll also believe a bruised
Frankel hit the Derby trail pre- comes out. lust tell the truth. If a
right front foot won't be a prob- pared, mapping out a light racing horse gets hurt or breaks down,
lem when his colt — the schedule for Empire Maker and just get it off your shoulders."
Kentucky Derby favorite — takes stablemate Peace Rules, "because
Dr. )ohn Chandler, who runs
on 16 rivals in the 1 1 /4-mile race they're going to have a grueling luddmonte's
operation
in
Saturday.
time of it now." He did the same Lexington, knows Frankel will
Empire Maker, winner of the thing last year with Medaglia make the right call on Empire
Florida Derby and Wood d'Oro, who ran in all the Triple Maker.
Memorial, was being treated with Crown races and won theTravers
"He has a soft heart. He really
anti-inflammatory medicine to at Saratogacares about the animals,"
help reduce swelling for what vetEmpire Maker, owned by Saudi Chandler said. "If he says a horse
erinarian Ken Reed compared to prince
Khalid
Abdullah's isn't ready to run, the prince won't
a "bruise under your fingernail."
luddmonte Farms, has only five even question it."
The son of 1990 Derby winner races on his resume, with three
Known as "King of the
Unbridled walked around the victories and earnings of Claimers" after he started training
saddling area without a problem, $1,115,800 — the second highest at Aqueduct and Belmont Park in
and Frankel said the colt proba- total behind Peace Rules. Owned the 1960s, Frankel moved to
bly would follow the same rou- by Edmund Gann, Peace Rules California in 1972. Three decades
tine today.
has won five of eight starts, later, he considers himself in fan"We just don't want to aggra- including the Louisiana Derby tasyland, handling many of the
vate it now, but it's no big deal," and Blue Grass Stakes, for best horses in the world.
Frankel said. "I don't think sore $1,124,990.
feet hurt horses that much in a
As Frankel tries to win his first

with a score of 311.
Host Penn State won the tournament with a score of 852.
The Falcons will have a key
contributor back in the lineup
this weekend as Austin Chase
will return to the lineup. Chase
was last in action on April 6 as he
led the way for the Falcons in the
Marshall Invitational. Chase finished tied for 39th place with a
score of 225 in an Otherwise dismal tournament for the Falcons.
Chase has been fighting a
virus that has persisted for the
past few weeks.
The Falcons have played three
tournaments without Chase,
and his presence alone should
help the Falcons' performance

according to coach Garry
Winger.
"Austin should return to the
lineup which will make us a
much better team." Winger said.
"He said no matter how he felt
that he would play in the conference championships."
The three favorites this weekend are Kent State, Miami who
has defending medalist Eric
Phipps, and defending champion Toledo. The Falcons were able
to hang with all three teams in
the first round of the First Energy
Collegiate. The Falcons were tied
with Toledo and just two back of
Kent State and one back of

Softball ends nonconference season
By Zach Baker

Trainer excited for
Kentucky Derby
By Richard Rosenblatt

As a team, the Falcons finished
tied for 10th at the Rutherford
Intercollegiate with a threeround total of 889. Unlike recent
tournaments, the Falcons put
together strong second and third
rounds but struggled in the first
round. The Falcons shot a 305 in
the first round, as they had disappointing performances from
just about every player. However,
they came back to shoot a 293 in
the second round on the strong
play of Miller and Leake and a
291 in the third round on good
rounds by Pickerel and Ziglar.
The Falcons finished two strokes
ahead of the only other MAC
school there in Akron. The Zips
also had a dismal first round

After dropping three consecutive games to Mid-American
Conference games this past
weekend to rival Northern
Illinois, the Softball team needed a lift.
On Tuesday, they got one,
splitting two hard-fought games
with Cleveland Slate at Viking
Field.
The split ended the Falcons'
non-conference schedule for
this season. BG ended with a
record of 10-15-1 in non-conference games. They are 22-24-1
overall.
The Falcons dropped the first
game 5-2, but rebounded with a
combination of strong offense
and solid pitching winning the
second game 5-2.
The Falcons got off to a quick

start in game one, as Libby
Voshell and lenifer Kernahan
each got first inning RBI hits,
and BG went up 2-0 on the
Vikings.
CSU came back in the bottom
of the second, tying the game
against Falcon pitcher lody
lohnson, and took the lead in
the bottom of the fifth on an
opposite field home run by the
Vikings' Michelle Beightol.
The Vikings upped their lead
to two in the sixth by scoring by
scoring an unearned run.
The Falcons had an answer.
In the top of the seventh, they
tied the game on an RBI double
by Gina Rango, and a single by
Valerie Tipton that scored
Rango.
Unfortunately for BG, the
Viking prevailed on an RBI single by CSU's I) Thomberry.

lody lohnson took the loss,
pitching a full seven innings. BG
coach 1-eigh Ross-Shaw said she
was impressed with the pitcher's
performance.
"lody threw the entire first
game, and I didn't really intend
on |her| throwing the whole first
game," Ross-Shaw said. "She
wound up throwing really
strong so we just let her go."
The Falcons were quick to
respond to the game one defeat.
In the second game, BG
scored a first inning run on a hit
and three walks. Though CSU
scored two runs in the bottom
of the inning off Lindsay
Hcimrich, the Falcons quickly
responded with three runs in
the top of the second, and never
SPLIT, PAGE 10

ISlfs Eustachy confronts
suspension over conduct
By Chuck Scholfner
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DES MOINES, Iowa — Iowa
Stale basketball coach Larry
Eustachy was suspended yesterday after acknowledging hie is an
alcoholic, and the athletic director urged the school to fire him.
Three hours after Eustachy
said he has sought treatment
but will not resign, athletic
director Bruce Van De Velde
held a news conference of his
own to announce that Eustachy
would be suspended with pay
and should be replaced.
Eustachy has five days to
appeal to the president's office.
Eustachy is 101-59 in five seasons at Iowa State, including 1714 last season. In 13 seasons as a
head coach, including stops at
Idaho and Utah State, he is 265145. Eustachy guided Iowa State
to Big 12 championships in 2000
and 2001 and was the AP
national coach of the year in
2000.
Van De Velde took the action
because Eustachy "had engaged
in behavior that is inconsistent
with his responsibility to conduct himself in a manner that
reflects positively on Iowa State
University and the university's
athletic programs."
Van De Velde said he could
not comment beyond a prepared statement that he read,
and he left without taking questions.
Eustachy's admission at a

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

Chert lonlAP Photo

HAVING A DRINK: Iowa State basketball coach Larry Eustachy is
shown June 13,2002 in Ottumwa Iowa.

news conference earlier yesterday came after photographs
were published of him partying
with college students in
Missouri. The photographs,
published Monday in The Des
Moines Register, show him partying with the students and kissing young women.
"It's not my way, and I won't
|resign|. I believe in second
chances, I do, but time will tell."

Eustachy said.
He apologized to his family
and his players.
"It hasn't been easy for them
in the last few days," he said.
"Words can't express enough the
remorse I have, that I've brought
upon everybody."
He said he realized he was an
EUSTACHY, PAGE 10
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Flashes,
UTwill
be tough
to beat

Jury awards
Vrabel once again
former Buckeye strong in BG victory
IH( *SS0Cl»ii0 PRESS

COLUMBUS. Ohio —A jury
awarded a former Ohio Stale
football player $6,000 on yesterday in a lawsuit against an exteammate who punched him
in the fate after a team workout
in 2000.
Tyson Walter, now an offensive lineman for the NFli
Dallas Cowboys, filed the lawsuit against LeCharles Bentley.
the lineman who played next to
him on the Buckeye's offensive
line. Bentley now plays for the
New Orleans Saints.
Bentlcy's lawyer, lames R
Connors, said Walter sought
more than S2 million, but
Walter's attorney said he asked
for much less.
The Sti.000 judgment is a
complete, outstanding, total
victory for LeCharles,'' Connors
said. "They had to give him
[Walterl something based on
how the judge structured it."
Walter said he suffered a broken nose and teeth when
Bentley sucker-punched him in
Lebruarv 2000. He also con-

tended the blow caused an
infection th.it spread to his hip
and forced him to sit out the following season at Ohio State.
Walter and his attorneys filed
the lawsuit three days before
Ohio Stale played South
Carolina in the 2001 Outback
Bowl. The Buckeyes lost the
game, 24-7. Ohio State coach
lohn Cooper was fired the next
day — with the lawsuit cited as
an example of how he had lost
control of the team.
Cooper testified in Franklin
County Municipal Court that
he considered Walter a "cancer"
on the learn.
Walter's
attorney,
Todd
Neuman. said Walter had not
decided whether to appeal.
"It wasn't about the money."
he said. "We're pleased in that
regard."
Connors said Walter could
have been awarded $65,000 in
medical bills and also sought $ I
million in punitive damages.

SPLIT, FROM PAGE 9
looked back, hammering 12 hits
and eventually building a 5-2 lead.
Heimrich pitched a scoreless second inning, and then Liz Vrabel took
over on the mound.
Vrabel pitched five scoreless
innings, allowing only two hits, and
the Falcons cruised to victory.
"We wanted Vrabel to pitch, but I
didn't want her to pitch a full game
because we wanted to save her for
this weekend," Ross-Shaw said.
"Lindsay Heimrich only went
through the lineup one time, and
did a fantastic job...it was a nice
combination.
Ross-Shaw said she was happy
with the way her club bounced
back, and said that it's important
for the team to remain relaxed
when they resume MAC play
against Eastern Michigan.
That series will begin on Friday
at BGSU Softball Field.
"We jusl need lo keep the same
altitude, relax and have fun," RossShaw said. "It's going to be fun lo
see what happens."

MAC CHAMPIONSHIPS. FROM PAGE 7

Ben Smnier BG New
SWING AWAY: A BG Softball player takes a swing at an earlier game this season. The team will begin the MAC schedule
Friday at home against Eastern Michigan.

Miami after the first round.
However, sub par second and
third rounds set those three apart
from the Falcons in the end.
Toledo's title last year broke a
string of five consecutive MAC
Championships for the Golden
Flashes. The Golden Flashes
have had an outstanding season,
which was capped off by a first
place finish at the Bruce Possum
Invitational. The Golden Flashed
defeated seven of the top 11
teams in the district. Toledo
placed sixth in thai tournament.
The Golden Flashes also won
the First Energy Collegiate in
what may have been a preview of
ihis weekend's tournament. All
10 MAC teams competed in that
tournament.

Eustachy will go to counseling
EUSTACHY, FROM PAGE 9
alcoholic nearly a month ago,
and is seeking help.
"For the rest of my life I will
seek counseling for this illness,"
he said. "I have no excuses for my
behavior ... we'll see what happens in the future, but I am look-

ing forward to the future as a
sober person."
The photographs touched off a
national buzz and prompted
calls for Eustachy's dismissal or
resignation.
Eustachy is under contract
through the 2010-11 season and
is paid more than $1 million a

year.

Eustachy's behavior was a hoi
topic on radio talk shows, both
local and national. The Register
said in an editorial that Eustachy
"has lo go."
Iowa Slate's basketball players
went to the university's president
and athletic director Tuesday,
urging them to keep Eustachy.
"I'm behind Coach Eustachy

100 percent, as I know he would
be for each and every one of us."
forward lackson Vroman said.
Vroman said the players told
university president Gregory
Geoffroy and Van De V'elde that
they supported Eustachy and
wanted him to be their coach.

Ran Jeremy
Live One (Might. Only —*

fridBH, May /6 @ 9:00pm
Came Meet The

Hedgehog
In person
Beer of the Month:

Miller Light
S2.SO bottles all month
rvi.ni 29

Deja Vu's
HOT BODY
COMTE5T
SIOOO In cash prlz
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•
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DIIIII:

Minnies to BGSU
Air conditioning
Updated kitchen with oak cabinets
High-speed interne) uvuilublc
Heat included

• Laundry facilities in all buildings
• Ample parking/carports available
• Serene, park like setting
• Convenient location, easy access to
1-75. Highway 25 and Route 6

Highland
Management
130 E. Washington St., BG

(419)354-6036
9 AM - 5PM
1st month 1/2 off!
Low Security Deposits!
(for Highland & Jay-Mar only).
Jay-Mar Apts.- Senlor/Grad
Housing, Newly remodeled
with 2 bedrooms, dishwasher
and spacious, beautiful room*.
Start* S510. 12 mo. lease.
The Highlands- Senlor/Grad
Housing, i Barm, spacious,
large closets, all new windows, carpet, some w/new kitchens & baths
Starts $395. 12 mo lease
The Homestead- Grad
Housing, A/C. great location.
ceramic Me. soundproof cons,
dishwashers, sky lights, vaulteJ
ceilings Starts $5to/month
We'll take care of you. Best
price, well-maintained, privacy
& dead bolt security, large
apts., 24-hr. maintenance. On
site laundry.
www.bghlghlandmgmt.com
highlandewcnet.org
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Leaving BG, but not
the memories, behind
ENDING. FROM PAGE 9

dorm life is fairly structured, and
you don't have to pay many bills
up front.
In that first year here. I wore a
path between Chapman Hall and
West Hall. Past the bus stop,
across the street, behind Conklin
Hall, across the street again, past
the library, around East Hall,
through the parking lot. under
the stanchions of the Education
Building, through the breezeway
between University and Moseley
Halls, bear left by the steps to
Williams Hall, around the
University seal, bear right, and up
the stairs. Simple, no?
Fifteen minutes one way, up to
six times a day, morning or night,
rain, snow or shine.
After the one-year dorm-life
experiment, I moved off-campus
the next two years. Then, It was
time for my car and wallet to take
most of the abuse. By Year Two I
had discovered that Bowling
Green is a city of very tight
maneuvering spaces for cars
(cracked license-plate frame),
and a place with an cat-out joint
on every comer. I had a weakness, I admit it. There is no limmy
Jlohn's by my house in Cleveland.
Or Myles, or Pollyeyes. It is just so
easy to buy prc-prep;ired food
when vou're tired or lazy.

The local eating establishments of Bowling Green have
helped to bankrupt me, but I am
going to miss them.
I am going to miss a lot. Don't
get me wrong, I want my degree
like White Sox fans want a piece
of the umpire, but life is going to
change again. I am going to be a
freshman again in a few weeks,
this time in the work world. I am
going to leave Bowling Green. I
am going to have to resign myself
to the fact that I've done all I can
here, and it's time to move on.
No more midnight runs to
Meijer for snack food. No more
hanging out with friends until all
hours. No more people-watching
on Main St. No more fall workouts with the baseball team. No
more sitting in the press box at
Anderson Arena, watching
another roller-coaster season
unfold for Dan Dakich and the
basketball team.
No more feature stories for the
Sentinel. No more game recaps
for the BG News. And no more
columns like this one.
No more college.
This is the steel-willed graduate forged by pressure and time.
Progress breaks your heart,
makes you want to cling to the
safety blanket of the past. But
while your heart stings, your
brain hungers for new experi-
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ences. College is all about
change, about cutting lies with
what makes you comfortable.
Coming to college gets all the ink
for hastening change, but leaving
college is even more severe. The
training wheels arc off. Time to
ride.
Perhaps the most valuable lesson I've learned in college is that
nobody goes it alone. I have had a
small army of people, professors,
teachers, mentors, and not the
least of all my parents, help me
out of messes, point me in the
right direction, lead me even
when I didn't want to listen And
for that, I thank them.
lb the friends I've made in BG,
thanks for a wealth of (mostly
hystericall memories these past
years. Sweet, sweet — you guys
know that line.
And to the readers who have
read my stulf, given me both positive and negative feedback, and
kept coming back to the sports
page thank you. I hope you've
had as much fun reading as IVe
had writing.
Thanks, everyone, for contributing to these years of my life.
This is the probably the last
byline I'll have in the BG News,
but far from the last I'll write. I'm
sure we'll see each other again in
the newspaper again at some
point.

Jack Dempsej Al'IT- 1c

NICE SHOT: Colorado Avalanche center Peter Forsberg, right, of Sweden sweeps the puck past
Minnesota Wild goalie Manny Fernandez for a goal as Wild defenserren Andrei Zyuzin looks on.

Finalists for awards announced
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Avalanche forward Peter I-'orsbcrg, Canucks
forward Markus Naslund and
Devils goaltender Martin
Brodeui were selected as finalists yesterday for the I larl
Trophy, given lo the Nl Hi most
valuable player.
Forsberg had 106 points and
Naslund had 104 this season lo
top the league in scoring.
Brodeur led the NHL with 4]
victories and posted a 2.02

RELIABLE PERSON?

RELIABLE CAR?DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED

We're filling up fast!

FOR FALL 2003

Full for May
6 Two bedrooms left for August

Deliver BG News up to 3 hours every morning, M-F.

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
vlllagegrecn@dacor.net
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• REQUIREMENTS
-Reliable car (truck preferred) with insurance
•Ability to work M-F at 5:30 AM to 8:30 AM
-100% reliable with an outstanding
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employment history

320 Elm St. #A-D: One bedroom furnished
apartments. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric/ heat only. Private parking lot. Close to
Campus. $385.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
320 Elm St. #F: Two bedroom furnished apartment.
FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric/
heat only. Private parking lot. Close to Campus.
$525.00 for (2-3 people) for a 12 month lease.

NEWL9VE
Rentals

332 S. Main Si.
(419) 3S2-"i620
ll.»l,H.-|..ilH,mii

Mtnttjrop terrace
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 am - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

g& High Speed Internet
' coming this summer.
Shuttle service to and
from campus.
2 swimming pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom
Apartments
Heat Paid.
Ride our shuttle to check us out
Lot A 9-10:30 1-4:30
Runs every 30 minutes

400 victories
Four Dallas Stars are finalists,
most from any one team,
Derian I latcher is a finalist for

Maple Ix'afs. Tiirco had the lowest GAA in the modem era al
1.72, while Bellbur set a franchise record for wins with 37
and became the seventh goallender in MlII. history to reach

Al Maclnnis of the Blurs
Ijdsirom has won die award the
last two years while Maclnnis
look the Norris in 1999.
The winners will he
announced lime 12.

ofthe Stars and Ed Betfourofthe

llie

Morris

Trophy

as

-Weekends FREE

Udstrom of the Red Wings and

ENGRAVING

JEWELRY • TROPHIES • SILVER • PLAQUES

KLEVERS JEWELRY
Fairview Plaza (Haskins & Poe)
419-353-6691

S90S

THERE IS STILL TIME
YOU CAN FIND AN
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT

with hill baths. Assigned Parking.

Apply in person M-F 8-5 PM
204 West Hall

NEWS

Salutes all of
its Bowling
Green State
University
Students...
...currently working at UPS
Toledo Hub! Their hard work
and dedkpiitflfallqws UPS to
leader in the pacJ
ili liilmflTj ff industry.
te a
S te/HUffSlf us
V FinTtympabout our Earn
and Learn Program.
a

UPS Delivers Education
Earn up to $23,000 for your
college career

School Year - One Person Only - $385.00
One Year - One Person Only - $345.00
S21 E. MRHRV . Close to Ollenhauer Two Bedrooms. Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year • Two Person Rate • $570.00
505 CLOUOH STREET - Campus Manor - Behind KJnko's Two
Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year. Two Person Rale - $620.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $520.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished One Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • Two Person Rate ■ $520.00

707 - 727 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $395.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $350.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate - $440.00
One Year ■ One Person Rate • $390.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
449 455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom. Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00
810-815 FOURTH . One Bedroom. Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $425.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $550.00
One Year ■ Two'Person Rate • $460.00
707 SIXTH ■ Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity,
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $535.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
840-830 SIXTH - Rock L«dg. Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Bathl,
Dishwashers. Extra Storage Area.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
818 SEVENTH -Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year • Two Person Rate - $545.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
839 SEVENTH- One Bedroom unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
725 NlNTHOne Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00
724 s. roi.I.ECE.Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $630.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
521 E. MERRY . Two Bedroom Furnished. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $570.00
841 EIGHTH - Two Bedroom Fum. or Unfurn. PETS ALLOWED!
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470.00
MT MUX MANT OTHEK ONE Aim 71X1HEIMOOM BUILDINGS. STOP IN THE
OFFICE FOH A BKOCHI'RE
UK ALLOW PITS IN SKLSBXO BUILDINGS WITH A O2S.00 NONMM KMW «T DEIVSIT.

Meet with us on Campus
Today 10-2 Career Services
May 16th 9-2
Union
For more information contact:
Steve Eich at det1sje@ups.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

419-891-6820

best

defenseman, along with Nicklas

14fi 1/2 MANVHJ.E - One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people. $473.00
pit month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available 5/17/03 to
5/8/04.
517 F. REED- At Thuratln. One Bedroom, 1 Bath. Furnished. Or
Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
15LTJBJHSI1N. - Atro»« From OITenhauer Furnished Efficiencies

BENEFITS
-$10-$15 Per Hour

Spring time
is
I /
lease timelu-

goals-against average.
All are MVP finalists for the
firsl time.
Brodeur also is a finalist for
the \'<vina Trophy as lop goaltender, along with Many Turco

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. WociKter Street. Bowling Green, OH
Located Across Prom Taco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260.
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30.
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00.
wvvwjohnnevvloverGalestate.com
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More protesters fall to US. guns
By Chartes i. Hartley
1H( ISSOCIAIfO PRESS

HusswMallaAPPtao

SHOOTINGS: An Iraqi man lies dead in the street and as others,
some injured, scramble for safety in Fallujah, Iraq yesterday after
American soldiers opened fire on a crowd of protesters

PALLUJAHi Iraq — American
troops again fired on anli-U.S.
proleslers in hallujah's streets yesterday and said they won't give up
their foothold in the one-time
Baath Party bastion. At least two
were killed and 18 wounded, hospital officials reported.
In a bloodier episode Monday
night,
15 protesters and
bystanders were killed, and at
least 50 wounded, officials said.
In both cases, U.S. officers — and
the U.S. Central Command —
said their soldiers were fired on
first from among the crowds.
But Iraqis denied it, and no
weapons or suspects have been
produced.
After yesterday's shootings, a
U.S. Army colonel said his forces
will remain here "to help the city
stabilize." Residents repeatedly
said they want the Americans at
least to withdraw to the city's outskirts
Some were threatening.
"Sooner or later U.S. killers we'll
kill you." read an angry banner in
English unfurled in the faces of
GIs on guard in the central city.
This week's Fallujah bloodshed, in large part the result of
clashes between a foreign force

CINCO DE MAYO
www.angelfire.com/cantina/saeparty
FREE BUS TO DON PABLO'S
Pick-up @the library starting
at 8PM
Friday & Sat. May 2nd & 3rd
Friday is college night!!!
+Music
+Dancing
♦Contests and Prizes
+Food and Drink specials
+$2 beers and shot girls
+FREE transportation
18+
21+to

and a traditional Muslim society, responsible.
underscores the military's chalOverhead in the hot, clear
lenge in a land where many say skies, Army Apache helicopters
they will resist any foreign hand circled, barely skimming the blue
that tries to control them.
tile-topped minarets or Fallujah, a
The resistance may be espe- Sunni Muslim city known for its
cially sharp in Fallujah, a city of many mosques.
200,000 people 30 miles west of
Within minutes, the protesters
Baghdad, because it benefited were throwing stones—and then
particularly — through its busi- shoes — some 30 yards toward
nessmen and military and police U.S. soldiers hunkered down
— from Saddam I lussein's Baath behind sandbags in the comregime, toppled last month by the pound. A six-vehicle U.S. Army
U.S.-led coalition.
convoy then ventured past,
An indication of the city's fealty between the protesters and the
for the old regime: Air Force Maj. U.S. compound.
Gen. Gene Renuart, Central
Suddenly gunfire erupted,
Command's operations director, though it wasn't clear from where.
said Monday's demonstration From atop one vehicle, a soldier
was apparently in celebration of fired a mounted machine gun
Saddam's birthday.
toward the crowd. Other autoYesterday's violence occurred matic fire came from paratroopat the climax of a march by 1,000 ers inside the compound. The
men protesting the earlier shoot- marchers, panicked, dropped
ings, which took place at a their banners and fled for the
Fallujah school taken over for a safety of side streets. Some
time by a company of the 82nd stopped to pick up fallen friends.
Airborne Division.
It lasted less than a minute.
The marchers, mosdy young Doctors later said the two dead
men in sandals and ankle-length men suffered head wounds.
dishdashas, halted on Fallujah's
American officers said somemain avenue before a former one in the crowd fired a weapon
police compound used as an at the convoy.
82nd Airborne command post.
"There was gunfire by at least
A flier they distributed one person." said Lt. Col. Tobin
denounced Monday night's Green, a squadron commander
shootings, in which children were in the 3rd Armored Cavalry
among the dead, as a "vicious and Regiment, whose troops were in
unprecedented crime," and Fallujah to take control from the
demanded punishment for those 82nd Airborne.

Sponged, by:

372-6977
The BG New will not fcnowin|iy accept ■dm
nwmcnti thai ditcnrronMc. Of encourage div
cnrmnUion atunti any individual or group on
ire bull of race. set. color, creed, reltfion.
national orlfin, tetual orKMalion. diubility. ualui as a velcran. or on the batii of any other legally prowled Uatut
The BG Newt rtierve* the nth* to decline, discontinue or reviic any adtcrtitcmrnl wch u
thoie found to be defamatory, lacking in factual
hiwv. mtileadiaf or false in nature All advernsemenu are subject to editing and approval

City Events
Chi-Chi's Cinco Central
1616 E. Woostor St.
Come join the celebration tor
Cinco de Mayo!
Sunday May 4, 2003 11 am-10pm
Monday May 5. 2003 11am-10pm
Food, Fun & Games!
Food & Drink Specials
(in Cantina only!!)
"' New Happy Hour in our Cantina
beginning Monday May 5. 2003
Hours 3pm-7pm ""

Services Offered
Order your graduation (reth
baked daily party subs &
cookies now. We also make
large greek & tossed salads.
Call DIBenedelto's 352-4663

* ADULT MART IB
DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS
BACHELORETTE & BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
LOTIONS & MASSAGE OILS
- *-A
' WED
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES

Lingerie 'Boutique'

LADIES DAY
20% OFF

V▼^

wvvw.myadultwarehouse.com

Proceeds go to the

w/valid I.D

Ads

J«" *» *• ******

SJ0fnay Alpha, Epydow American Heart Walk

18 &
OLDER

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO

CORNER RT 6 & 23
419-288-2131

^ £=g

FROM THE ORGANIZATION
WHO BROUGHT YOU...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Great Drive-in Movie
VW Tour
Ludacris Concert
Ludacris: Behind the Decision
The Great Marijuana Debate
Rock's Loudest Movies
Popular Movie Series

•
•
•
•
•
•

D.L. Hughley
Chuck D
I Bet You Will
Virginia Coalition
Pat McGee & Alice Peacock
Gangster Films

**i

ROCKSTOCK Featuring The Donnas, Reel Big Fish & OK GO**

The UAO would like to say Thank You BCSU for your support.

MM?WELL TO THE OUT GOING STAFF...
Directors & Committee Members of 2002-2003
PRESIDENT: Jordan Ohler
VICE-PRESIDENT: Skye Leary
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR: Jeff Marko
Lisa Metcalf
Josh Stahl
Joel Freimark

Nick Lewis
Nick Gurich
Jonathan Warren
Patty Cannon
Jacinta Avery
Donald Hill

Adriana Skowron
Albert "Big Al" Thiel
Stephanie Wancheck
Brennen "#6" Smith
Brian Chung
Stefanie Melvin

WELCOME TO THE NEW...
Directors for 2003-2004
PRESIDENT: Ryan Reiterman
VICE-PRESIDENT: Julia Metcalf
EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATOR: Skye Leary
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATOR: Chris Wilson
Laura Tass
Jon McCafferty

Brennen "#6" Smith
Jacinta Avery
Stephanie Haley
Patty Cannon
Jeff Marko
Nick Lewis
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA.
Lohlkan8004884321ww.lohikan.com

ENTERTAINMENT SECURITY
GUEST SERVICES
Accepting applications for the Summer, Special Event Season. Event
and Concert positions available.
Great salary and flexible hours Be
involved with virtually every major
event in Cleveland. Call lor interview
and ask for Anne 216-426-7333.

Loving child care needed in our
Toledo home. Part-time, fall and
spring Please call 419-372-9132.

Fall som child care needed in our
Perrysburg home lor a 4 4 a 1 yr
old. Up to 4 half days per wk. Eariy
childhood or related major pref
Call Ann Mane at 419-874-0878

Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541

Personals
Leam a skill tor lite. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at SanderiomUbles.com

Wanted
$$ Need Graduation Tickets SS
4:30pm ceremony Will pay.
Call Tom 419-944-5661
3 F Roommates needed. Own rm.
Sterling Apts. 5/11-8/11. $680 total
for all summer. Call 419-353-6040,
Lisa, Sharon or Melissa
Extra Hotel Room lor
Graduation Weekend.
II interested call 353-3892

Child care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 11 & 13 yr old. Must be
avail, for entire summer. June 5 to
Aug. 27, btwn. 8am-5pm M-F. Must
have a car 4 ref. Please send 1 pg
description ol your quantisations to
PO Box 664 Sylvania OH 43560.
Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting in May.
Please call 353-0325
Desk clerk needed Sat and Sun.
8am-4pm. Additional shifts possible.
Please stop by Buckeye Inn and
Studios. 1740 E. Wooster to apply.
352-1520.
Easy walk from Campus. Work
pt/time or full time around your
college 4 personal schedule. Work a
min. ol 15 hrs.Avk. Many college
students work here. Standard pay is
$6.00/hr. These are unskilled |obs
involving assembling 4 packaging of
small parts. Apply in person b/w the
hrs. of 9am-5pm (M-F) at ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough St.BG.OH, only 2
blocks from campus near Kmko's 4
Dairy Queen next to RR tracks.

Female subleaser needed
lor summer session
Call Colleen at 440-667-1751
Grad tickets needed lor 9:30
graduation with College ot Arts 4
Sciences. Will pay!! Call Heidi at
691-2060.
Nnixl 2 "Graduation tickets
for 1pm ceremony. Will Pay.
Call Karen at 352-2143

Full 4 Part time
Delivery 4 Prep personnel.
DIBenedetto'a 1432 E. Wooster
Full-time summer work. $10-12 per
hr. with bonus. Work outdoors with
other students Call 1-888-277-9787
or visit www.collegepro.com
Jobs & Put-in-Bay. Fun 4 exciting
jobs © Put-in-Bay. Housing 4
paid overtime. Apply online at
lrostys.com or 1-888-210-6321
Kldz Watch Drop-in Child Care in
Perrysburg is now hiring care givers
for on-site 4 referral service. Great
opportunity lor educ. 4 child related
major Send resume to 6819 W.
Central Ave. Suite H Toledo 43617
I andsi ape Position-. .".. i l il
Nilsson Landscape
419-832-0239
Lawn Maintenance.
Part 4 Full time for Spring 4
Summer. Call 352-5822

Maid needed 2-3 days/wk. from 8am
through early afternoon. Please stop
by Buckeye Inn and Studios 1740
E. Wooster to apply 352-1520
Marketing Associate
Local investment advisory practice
looking lor an individual who is selfmotivated w/excellent verbal skills
lor telephone-based marketing.
NO direct selling. Position will
provide right person w/excellent
opportunity to grow 4 leam exciting
industry the right way. Competitive
hourly wage Fax resume to 419891-2281 or call 419-891-3100, if interested.
Office cleaning evenings.
5-7 hrs/wk. Own transportation
required. Call 352-5822
Person(s) needed to work w/13 yr.
old autistic boy in Oregon. Oh home
$8/hr. 3pm-? wkdays; 9am?
wkends Start ASAP 419-693-7869.
PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Sports camp in Maine.
Coaches needed; Tennis, Basketball, Baseball, Water-Sports, Rock
Climbing, Biking, Golf, Archery,
Hockey 4 more. Work Outdoors.
Have a great summer. Call Free:
(688) -844-8080 or
Apply Online: www.campcedar.com

Help Wanted

Pt time nanny w/baby care exp
needed to care for lovable 18 mo
old in our BG home. 3-4 day/wk, hrs
negotiable. $7-9/hr, depending on
experience. Can start now. Good
references 4 credentials a must
419-353-5363
STAYING FOR SUMMER????
ARE YOU SICK OF J.O.B.'s
$2000.00- $4000.00 PER MONTH
Internships 4
Scholarships Awarded
Valuable Work Experience
Excellent Income
Awesome Atmosphere
Increase People Skills
Increase Resume Value
Team Atmosphere
Flexible Start Dates
INTERVIEWING NOW
TOLEDO AREA
1-800-809-9006

Tired of draining your Piggy
Bank?? Summer Work Is Avail.
Internships 4 Scholarships awarded
Valuable work experience
Excellent Income
Entoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
Possible earnings $368-$1250/wk
Interviewing nowt Toledo area
Call 1-800-809-9006
Start making $$$ today!
Yard work 3 to 10 hours per week
$7.00 per hour
Contact Molly at 352-0915

For Sale
$500 Police Impounds1
Cars/lrucks/SUVs from $500
Hondas. Chevys 4 more! For listings
call 800-719-3001 exl 4558

Summerwork
$12 25
baseappt.
Great resume exp. $120,000 in
scholarships Awarded. Conditions
apply, must be 18+. Cust. Service/
sales. No telemarketing. Flex hrs.
Call 419-861-6133 or visit
worklorstudents com

1994 Ford Mustang Convertible
75.000 miles, exc cond. $7,900
Call 419-352-7343
Custom Screen Printed T-Shirts
$6.95 and up-no minimum order
SIGN ME UP!! 419-354-6653

Need 3 grad. tickets Willing to pay.
216-215-4944 or email
doriaag@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Need 4 Graduation Tickets
for 4:30 ceremony. Will Pay.
419-662-4713
Need grad. tickets for 1 pm
ceremony 419-214-4185 or email
Ktersty@bg.net bgsu.edu Will pay

oo**!

Please help!!!!!
I need 9:30 a.m. grad tickets.
Will pay! Lynn 352-2779.

BOOK

it paysto

Summertime F Sublease! needed
for duplex on E. Evers $250/mo.
from May-Aug. Call Jill at 353-1170

sho

P

£&»*,

&

udents
$12.25base/appt.
• PT/FT w/ flex hours
• Great resume builder
• $120,000 in Scholarships awarded
• Interns/Co-ops, all majors
• Conditions apply, must be 18+
• Cust. Service/Sales
• No telemarketing
• Filling quickly. Call

9«M-6PM

419.861.6133
Visit
www.vvorkforstudents.com/np

Trinity United
Methodist Church

Worship Times
9:1 ^-Traditional
Service
W:30-Sunday School
1I:30-Conlemporary
Service
M0 North Suimral Sowt
Boo Unj Gtotn. C»»o 4M02-2527
Phone 419 353 90JI

Fun 419 353 5191

Don't let convenience cost you money
Bring your books Off-Campus for
More Money for textbooks we buy back from you
LOWER PRICES ON GRADUATION GIFTS

Petite Dipioinm Fmmes §MtrtM§ Mtjust $7135

I. iiuil mnityfcwcner-on'

Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

/'709 5th Street A
APARTMENTS

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-80O-829-B63B

or Steve at
(419)352-1150

.
\l

\l

\l

\l

\l

\l

.

\l

\l

\l

SI

RUSSELL

ATHLETIC

4"
4?

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 EAST WOOSTER ST
BOWLING GREEN,OH 43402
ph:419-353-7732

www.sbxgofalcons.com

Love,
your DeeGee
Sisters
\l

with this ad, offer expires 5.11.03

\l

Congratulations
|Alyson Gabel|
on winning the
MAC women's
tennis Leann
Grimes Davidge
Sportmanship
Award!

\l

Russell Hoods $5.00 Off

\l

\lalo,

s BIX c
*f se\e
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For Sale

For Rent

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

i^JFT^I

brought to you by

Ford 94 Mustang.
5 spd. V6. Excellent cond. Sunroof.
$5,800 419-353-3776
Have Graduation Tickets tor Sale.
9:30 and 4:30 Ceremony
Call 353-5683
Twin bookcase bed, mattress and
box spring, matching dresser w/mirror. great cond " SI50 OBO
419-354-6689

"Newly advertised Apt. Listings.
1 Bdrm, very Lg. Lrv/Bdrm, incl. util.
2 Bdrm, good shape, incl. most util.
Rooms, S225/mo. incl util, next to
campus Also Eff. & others avail.
Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
03-04 apt mouse 3 bdrm $750
2 bdrm $400-650
eff-1 bdrm. $250-350
Call 419-353-8206
1 Subleaser needed 5/15 thru 8/15.
Own rm & full bathroom $200 * util
Call 353-1440

For Rent
" Summer Only Rentals Available
Plus tirst session
Call 353-0325
""(New) CjrtySiudio, (New)
Now teasing tor summer & tall semesters & beyond to seniors & grad.
students. Fully furnished, including
25" TV, all utilities From S395/mo
Only serious students apply. Call
352-7365 from 10-4 After hrs. &
wkends 352-1520
"'New lower Prices on Lg houses
Lg 2 bdrm- 304 Court, up, $675/mo.
incl. all util. Very Lg 3 bdrm.- 211 E
Reed. S1050/mo. Inquire on 3 Bdrm
avail, $900/mo incl all util Also Eff.
& others avail Call 353-0325, 9-9

if

CLIMATE CONTROLLED
STORAGE
20% Student Discount
All Sizes Available. 419-686-0521.

1-3 subleasers needed $250/mo +
util per person. Brand new house
May-Aug. Erin at 353-1150

For rent: 4 bdrm, 1 bth. house ®
516 E Reed avail. Aug. 16 for a 12
mo. lease $1050/mo. House in good
shape w/nice backyd., carpeted, 1/2
block from campus, w/off St. parking.
Unfurn. applic. inclu. no dogs, sec.
dep required, contact
|ane at: janewurthOI eaol.com

Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

2 bdrm apt avail. May 15. $600, located on campus. NO pets and yr.
lease required Call 354-0229.
2 bdrm. apt. furn, avail May.
801 Fifth St. $495/mo. ♦ gas/elec
Call 419-494-9282
2 bdrm apt, excellent cond
Close to University!!
Call 686-4651.
2 bdrm furn. or unfurn. apts. 724
6th St 705 7th St $460 mo. 1 yr.
lease - $525 mo. school year lease
Call 354-0914

2 bdrm. unfurnished for Aug. 710
Seventh St. Quiet seniors & grads,
new kitchens, heat paid. 352-3445

WINE LIST

2003-04 Apartments
800 Third St.
3 blocks off campus. Call 354-9740
3 Bdrm. duplex available
Aug. 15. $675/mo.
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061

SMOKING AND
NON-SMOKING

3 bdrm. house, close to campus!
Call for an appt 686-3805.

DINING ROOMS

3rd. St. 2 bdrm., free heat + water,
assign parking, a/c, laundry, balcony Start Jan.04-$500 Call 373-9820

RESERVATIONS

(419)353-2277

Buckeye Sell Storage

1 -2 subleasers needed 5/03-8/03, 2
bdrm., 1 1/2 bath, w/d, a/c, furn.
Must pay util but rent negotiable
419-353-3038, Stephanie

2 Bdrm. furnished apartment
available July 15.
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061

EXTENSIVE

BG Apts - 818/822 2nd SI.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 & gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

Store your stuff for the summer.
Many sizes avail. Call Buckeye Inn
& Studios any time 352-1520

12 mo/leases starting
May 17,2003:
230 N. Enterprise «D
1 Br.- 1 person- $380 t util.
408 E. Court KB
1 Br.1 person- $400 plus util.
415 E Court #A
1 Br • 1 person- $320 » util.

846 5th St. 2 bdrm. apt. wsh/dry.
dshwsh, fireplace, 1 bath Avail Aug.
$525/mo ♦ util. 419-354-2500

1

.

Fully furn. studio. Free util., cable, &
phone. Walk to campus. May rent
mo. to mo. only $595 or wkly. for
$180.1-419-360-3399.
House tor 1 female subleaser. $350
mo. w/ all util. covered. 404 S. College. May 15-Aug. 15. Call Laura or
Sara at 352-6948
Last one avail. 2 bdrm. Heinzsite
$820/mo * util. 1 1/2 bath, w/d, a/c,
parking, walk to campus. Avail Aug.
16,03-Aug. 14, 04. 419-353-5800 or
419-230-4420 Patty.
Lg. 2 bdm apt avail for sbls May-Aug
2003. W/D in unit, 1 1/2 baths, $550
+ util. Close to campus. 353-2269.
Loft Apt. 2 bdrm, upstairs downtown,
recently remodeled. $550/mo. Avail.
May 1.03 419-354-1612 ext. 301
New 5th St. Houses. 3 bdrm, 1 1/2
bath, wsh/dry, A/C, dshwsh &
4 bdrm, 1 bath, wsh/dry. $7001000/mo. ♦ util. Avail Aug. 354-2500
NEW HOUSE 3 bdrm, 2 bth. A/C,
util. rm. wsh/dry hookup. Fifth St.
$875/mo. Avail May 15th 352-8872
New house on 5th St 4 bdrms,
1 bath, wsh/dry, A/C. dishwasher
$900-1000/mo ♦ util. Avail May
419-354-2500
NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
3 bdrm den. 2 bth. 5th St. $875/mo.
Avail Aug 15th. Call 352-8872
Prol. will share house w/Grad.
students or prof. 4 bdrms, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot,
across from golf course, $255/mo.
incl. util. 352-5523 after 7pm.
Spacious 1 bdrm. bottom o! duple*
on Wooster, across from campus.
Lg yard & porch. May-Aug.
$435/mo. inc. all util 419-308-0464
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Apt. 2 bdrm, upstairs, downtown,
recently remodeled. $550/mo. Avail
May 1,03. 419-354-1612 ext 301

1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts within
2 blocks ol campus for 03-04
school year Call 352-5239

2 bdrm. apt. & 3 bdrm townhouse
available lor summer & fall leases
Call 352-5822

SERVING FINE FOOD
IN BOWLING GREEN
SINCE 1972

A great apt. for 2-4 people! 2 bdrm.
close to campus, turn. A/C. dean.
quiet, spacious. Avail. 8/15/03.
Call 352-1104
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Rivulet
Native-bom Israeli
Wound seriously
Thought
Normal
Pond growth
Nostalgic hero?
Conical abode
Maintain
Afore
Capital of Morocco
Regretful one
Wet soil
Poi source
Cut wood
Hail to Caesar
Miscue
Part to play
Out-of-thisworid hero?
Norwegian king
Lug: var.
Broke bread

46
48
49
50
52
54
56
58
62
66
67
68
69
70
71
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Estrangement
Without work
Jump
Surgical beam
Hero, for short
Simile center
Hero needing dental
attention?
Libertine
Heroic Horatio
Impair the perfection ol
Municipal legislator
Inventor Sikorsky
37 Reigned
Horse do
40 Always
Gat
41 Tear
Musical composition
42 Early space program
Animal shelter
47 Conventional symbol
Tapestry in "Hamlet"
51 Actress Garbo
Husband ol a
53 Linear measures
countess
54 Turkish honorific
Bricklayer
55 Fe
Palate appendage
57 Unfledged bird
Organizational
59 Precisely defined
quantity
component
Make happy
60 Change the decor
Supergiant star in
61 Resting on
Cygnus
63 Make do
64 Actress Ruby
65 FDR follower

Nostrils
Ashcrotts predecessor
Whippoorwill bill
H.S. math course
Strangely
Intent
Kinnear or Louganis
Preminger classic
Envious hero?
Call ol the wild goose?
Noxious weeds
Queen ol Carthage
Poker stake
Advantage
Wait a minute

ANSWERS

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

CAL1

I HI WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP ^^mmm**.

<3ZB> *'Mll ♦ CEP* * ffi * <25> '-'"jj** CTj
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1-800-KAP-TEST • www.KAPLAN.COM

It's Do or Dye

For Rent

Subleaser needed lor Aug.
2 bdrm. apt, own room. $200/mo.
214-5487

£xcitt*fet*t

Subleaser needed lowered rent for
June-Aug. N Enterprise.
Contact Anna at 214-1936.
Subleasers needed May thru Aug.
House. 828 Fifth St. 4 bdrm.
washer/dryer. A/C. 419-352-5228

163 S. MAIN ST.

Bun CREEK
■ 30 acre Paintball Park

30.000 sq.ft. pay area

• Private group outings t parties

1

•10 playing fields

•Store 4 Pro Shop

• kro Shop & rental equipment

• Private group outings 4 panes

♦♦♦

R&B GAMES
DOMTOMBG

Multi-story scenario courses

Largest Paintball
selection in the area!
Bowling Green

Rudolph
419.686.1506

Portage
419.266.4799

The Sign Says It All

,'/

BULL CREEK
INOOORPAWTBALL

PAWTBALLPWCK

419.353.2176

lOT"
AMBASSADOR

New UA Leaders Emerge!
President Liz Mai ion
Vice President Michelle Ruhlln
Secretary Matt Maurer
Treasurer Jon Plat
Marketing & Communications Chair Mike Sailing
Social & Developmental Chair Kevin Brown
Beyond BG Chair Jen Macali
Professional & Developmental Chair Ann Fulkert

• $0 Down!

Alumni Relations Chair Alex Wright

Congratulations to next year's
University Ambassadors Exec Board!

• Internet
• Tanning Bed
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• 24/7 computer lab/game
room/fitness center
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STERLING UNIVERSITY
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The Sisters of

353-5100
706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
www.suhenclave.com
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SUH» is a trademark of SUH». Inc.
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